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Abstract
Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is an absorption spectroscopic technique. In
CRDS the concentration of an analyte is determined by measuring the reduction in finesse of an
optical cavity made from two highly reflective (R>99.9%) mirrors once a sample is introduced.
Optical loss is traditionally determined from the exponential intensity decay of a short laser pulse
that was injected into the cavity. This decay is the longest for an empty, high finesse cavity and
is reduced when the sample absorbs or scatters light.
In this project, the optical cavity is made from fiber optic waveguides and the light source
is a continuous wave (cw) diode laser. It is used to detect analytes such as acetylene, ammonia
and other amines through their overtone absorption in the telecom region at 1500 nm. The
experiment is done by increasing the ratio of desired loss (extinction caused by the sample), to
undesirable loss (from the waveguide or solvents) through amplification of the ringdown signal
using an erbium doped fiber amplifier (EDFA). The EDFA is inserted into a fiber-optic loop and
its gain is increased above the lasing threshold. The gain of the, now lasing, fiber loop is
"clamped" to a high and constant value, thereby removing unwanted gain fluctuations, and all
losses in the loop are compensated for. If one now inserts a laser light pulse at the lasing
wavelength of the loop it would circulate through the loop indefinitely, whereas a light pulse at a
wavelength that is being absorbed by an analyte would experience a decrease with time at a rate
that depends only on the magnitude of the sample absorption. By enclosing the sample gap with
a gas cell both acetylene and ammonia have been detected down to ~25 ppm and ~5.9 Torr
respectively. Subsequently, a 1% solution of aminotoluene was detected in an interrogation
volume of 5.65 pL by having inserted a fiber with a hole drilled in it as the sample gap. At
ii

present, the drilled fiber has been replaced with photonic crystal fiber such that small volumes of
gases may be detected with a longer effective path length.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Literature Review

Cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS) is an absorption spectroscopic technique. In
CRDS the concentration of an analyte is determined by measuring the reduction in finesse of an
optical cavity made from two highly reflective (R>99.9%) mirrors once a sample is introduced.
Optical loss is traditionally determined from the rate of the exponential intensity decay of a short
laser pulse that is injected into the cavity. CRDS is thus insensitive to intensity fluctuations in the
light source and the detector since one is recording the time it takes for the light intensity to
decay to 1/e of its initial value - not the attenuation in intensity after passing through the sample.
This decay is the longest for an empty, high finesse cavity and is reduced when the
sample absorbs or scatters light. Cavities with mirrors that have a reflectivity greater than 99.9%
are useful for their ability to achieve sensitivities as low as αmin = 10–11 cm-1 for the detection of
gases, liquids and aerosol particles; however, their large volumes (microliters) make them
incompatible for the detection of samples in nanoliter to picoliter volumes. For this purpose,
fiber loop ring-down spectroscopy (FLRDS) is advantageous since it allows for detection
volumes that are on the order of, or less than, the fiber dimensions (picoliters). In practice this
technique is best used in conjunction with separation systems which have microliter sample
volumes and detection volumes that do not exceed a few tens of nanoliters, such as capillary
electrophoresis and microfluidic devices. Conversely, FLRDS suffers from significantly higher
(worse) detection limits (i.e. ~ αmin = 0.1 cm–1) compared to mirror-based CRDS (i.e. ~ αmin = 1011

cm–1) since fibers have intrinsically higher losses than highly reflective mirrors and light

coupling elements such as splices, connectors and couplers further reduce the light guiding
1

efficiency in the loop. In this thesis it is demonstrated that one can compensate for these losses
by converting the system from a passive to an active loop through the insertion of an optical
amplifier. In theory such a system should be able to obtain detection limits comparable to that of
mirror-based CRDS, if the added gain can compensate for all undesired losses.
This chapter will take a look at the evolution of absorption spectroscopy to amplified
fiber loop ring-down spectroscopy by discussing the theoretical properties of the techniques and
by reviewing their respective relevant literature sources. Chapters 2 and 3 will discuss the
experimental setup used and how it was characterised with different sensor interfaces. Chapter 3
will present a brief overview of the population kinetics in an erbium doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) as well as the light guiding characteristics in both traditional solid core optical fibers
and hollow-core photonic band-gap fibers (HC PBGs). Chapter 4 presents the experimental
results taken in the gas and liquid phases with a discussion of the improvements that can be made
to the system and the experiments that can be conducted in the future. Finally, Chapter 5 will
review the preceding chapters and summarize the future endeavours of the project.

2

1.1 Beer-Lambert Law
The Beer-Lambert law expresses the relationship between the transmission of light
through a substance to its absorption coefficient, α or α’ and to its path length, l. The absorption
coefficient of a sample is important because it allows one to determine the concentration, C, and
molar absorptivity, ε, of the species as well as its number density, N, and absorption cross
section, σ for liquids and gases respectively. These relationships can be seen in equations 1.1.1,
1.1.2 and 1.1.3, where one can interconvert between α and α’ with a multiplicative constant that
accounts for the difference between base 10 and base e. 1
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1.1.1

1.1.2

1.1.3

1.2 Absorption spectroscopy
One of the most straightforward and non-invasive ways of determining the absolute
concentration and/or absolute cross-section of a gas, liquid or solid is by laser absorption
spectroscopy. Absorption spectroscopy uses the Beer-Lambert law to measure the attenuation of
light traveling through a sample by comparing the initial intensity of the incident light (Io) to the
transmitted intensity (I), where l is the optical path length of the sample and α is the absorption
coefficient of the sample. Thereafter, one can use the absorption coefficient to determine the
extinction cross-section of the sample. 1

α (ν ) = ∑ Niσ i (ν )

1.2.1

where σ(v) is the extinction cross-section, N is the number of molecules per unit volume and v is
the frequency of the light. In its simplest form absorption spectroscopy involves a single pass
through the sample (Figure 1). To correct for light source intensity fluctuations the incident laser
light can be split into a sample and reference beam - for example using a beam splitter. One
detector records the intensity of the reference beam as the background, while the other fraction
passes through the sample before it is detected - this portion of the light is subtracted from the
background signal. This technique is useful for detecting compounds in situ; however, it suffers
from low sensitivity since the absorption only attenuates a small portion of the incident light in
comparison to the large background signal.
Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy is a way of correcting for background
fluctuations, while having excellent frequency resolution.
4

1,2

This technique uses a Michelson

interferometer, which splits the incoming beam at a beamsplitter. The beams are reflected at a
stationary and a moveable mirror respectively and recombined at the beamsplitter where they
interfere with one another depending on the change in position of the moving mirror. The
interferogram is “decoded” via a Fourier transformation – a mathematical operation that
decomposes a signal into its constituent frequencies (Equation 1.2.2).

2

The spectral resolution

depends on the travel of the moveable mirror (i.e. typically a few millimeters) and is in the range
of fractions of a wavenumber. The FT spectroscopy technique is useful since it measures all
frequencies simultaneously. It works best for long wavelengths since the accuracy of the
measurement is related to the relative precision with which the mirror can be moved.
∞

f (t ) = ∫ F ( v ) exp(2πivt )dv
−∞

∞

F (v ) = 2 Re ∫ f (t ) exp(2πivt )dt

1.2.2

0

To increase the sensitivity of the system one must extend the path length by either extending the
absorption cell or by folding the beampath multiple times through the sample. Physically
increasing the length of the sample cell is a technique known as long path absorption
spectroscopy. While this technique delivers increased sensitivity, kilometer long path lengths are
impractical for a laboratory setting. Conversely, one may employ a multipass absorption
technique, where the incident beam transmits through the sample multiple times to “effectively”
increase the path length. This allows for high detection sensitivity in a smaller sample volume.
Multipass absorption cells come in a variety of forms. The most basic and least effective
multipass cell is the Fabry-Perot absorption cell, i.e. an optical cavity comprised of two flat
mirrors (Figure 2 (a)). The incident light enters at one end of the cell and travels along the length
5

of it by reflecting back and forth between the two mirrors such that it eventually exits from the
opposite end. The total number of passes depends on the incident angle with respect to the
refractive index of the absorbing medium; it is hard to achieve more than 50 passes. The more
popular and effective White cells and Herriott cells are comprised of spherical mirrors (Figures
2(b) and (c)). White cells differ from Herriott cells by spacing its mirrors at twice their focal
length while the latter separates them by less than their focal length. White cells are easy to align
but they only enhance the absorption path by a factor of 150; Herriott cells offer an enhancement
factor of 300. Herriott cells operate by injecting light through an off-axis hole in one of the
mirrors, where light traverses through the cavity in a Lissajous pattern and exits through the
same hole. 1

Figure 1. Schematic of a typical single pass absorption spectroscopy setup. Monochromatic light
is emitted from a tunable laser and split into two separate beams via a beam splitter. Half of the
light is sent to a photo detector to be used as the reference signal and then rest of the light is sent

6

through the absorption cell and detected as the absorption signal. Detection electronics extract a
sample peak by subtracting the absorption signal from the reference signal.

7

(a)
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(b)

Figure 2. Multipass absorption cells. (a) Fabry-Pérot (b) Herriott cell (c) White cell.
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1.3 Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy
The main limitation of direct absorption spectroscopy is its comparably low sensitivity,
since one is measuring a small attenuation in transmitted light on top of a large background. The
Beer-Lambert law states that the sensitivity of the concentration measurement dI/dC increases
with the absorption path length. In some cases one may physically enhance the absorption path to
several kilometers, as is done in Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) or in Differential
absorption LIDAR (DIAL), or effectively do so by allowing the incident light to pass through the
sample many times. As described above multipass cells effectively increase the absorption path
length of a sample by passing the incident beam through the sample up to ~150 times without it
overlapping on itself. They are relatively simple to align and have a significantly higher
sensitivity than direct absorption spectroscopy; however, cavity ring-down spectroscopy (CRDS)
delivers the greatest sensitivity with a simple setup. In addition, no calibration of the (possibly
frequency dependent) intensity of the lightsource or detector response is necessary. 3
CRDS is a sensitive absorption technique that typically measures the rate of decay of a
light pulse confined in an optical cavity. This is done by coupling a short laser pulse into the
optical cavity, which consists of two highly reflective mirrors (R>99.9%), and measuring the
small fraction of light that leaks out from the second mirror in the setup (Figure 3). The mirrors
are on mounts whose positions may be finely adjusted; when they are properly aligned, the laser
pulse may decay exponentially in the cavity with a decay constant that can be as long as
microseconds . Trapping the pulse in the cavity for this length of time allows the pulse to make
thousands of round trips between the mirrors, thus resulting in a path length that is several
kilometers long while maintaining a relatively small sample volume. Each round trip the light
9

takes reduces its intensity by a fraction that depends on the cavity losses, and the detector
therefore measures an exponential decay of light intensity. Figure 4 shows the train of discrete
pulses whose peak intensities make up the exponential decay that is seen by the detection
electronics. 4

One obtains the rate of absorption by comparing the time it takes for the pulse

to “ring-down” (i.e. decay to 1/e of its initial intensity) in an empty cavity to its ring-down time
(RDT) with a sample present. In an empty cavity the ring-down time is solely determined by the
reflectivity, R(ν), of the mirrors and the optical path length, d, between the mirrors.

3

The

intensity of the light exiting the cavity follows the Beer-Lambert law and the resulting
exponential decay can be fitted to Equation 1.3.1, where I(ν) is the initial intensity of the incident
light and τ(ν) is the lifetime of the light, otherwise known as the ring-down time. τ(ν) can be
expressed as the absorption path length divided by the product of speed of light, c, and the cavity
losses. Equation 1.3.2 expresses the relationship between τ(ν) and its contributing losses in
greater detail, where αi is the absorption coefficient of the sample, tr is the roundtrip time, T is
the transmission per roundtrip and ln( Reff ) is the effective loss factor of the cavity itself. In
cavities consisting of two or more mirrors Reff is largely given by the product of the mirror
reflectivities Reff = R1R2 3,5

∞

t

I CRD (t ) ∝ ∫ I (ν )eτ (ν ) dν
0

τ (ν ) =

−t r
d
=
c[ ln( Reff ) + α (ν )l ] ln(T )
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1.3.1

1.3.2

It is imperative that the frequency of the laser light entering the cavity resonates with the
cavity modes for efficient light insertion to occur. An optical cavity has both longitudinal and
transverse modes.

6

Equations 1.3.3 shows the spacing of the longitudinal modes, otherwise

known as the free spectral range (FSR). Equation 1.3.4 gives the transverse mode spacing where
m and n are respectively the x and y plane transverse modes. 7
c
2d

1.3.3



d
 c 
 arctan 
1/ 2 
πd 
 [ d (2r − d ) ] 

1.3.4

∆ν =

ν m, n = 

Longitudinal modes have a larger full width at half-maximum (FWHM) when measured
in the frequency domain. It is also easier to couple light into longitudinal modes since they
accept a larger laser bandwidth compared to transverse modes. It is desirable to couple as much
light as possible into these modes to achieve longer ring-down times and to increase sensitivity;
on the other hand, when the optical cavity losses decrease so does the FWHM of the longitudinal
modes. This relationship is known as the finesse of the cavity and is shown in equation 1.3.5
where ρ is the fraction of the circulating power lost after one round trip. 1

F=

π
 1− ρ 
2 arcsin 

4
 2 ρ 

≈

π
1− ρ

≈

π
1− ρ

1.3.5

The approximation in Equation 1.3.5 holds for low loss, i.e. high finesse, cavities.
The quality factor of the cavity, Q, relates to the ring-down time by 2πν and to the finesse of the
cavity by the resonance frequency divided by the FSR. 1
11

Q = 2πντ

Q=

ν
FSR

F

1.3.6
1.3.7

When using pulsed light the mode structure of a cavity can cause a number of problems.
The excitation of both longitudinal and transverse modes results in mode beating and oscillations
in decay curve, which makes it hard to accurately determine the ring-down time. As well, if the
modes are too widely spaced then molecular absorption features may fall between them and be
missing from the spectrum. 3 To minimize these effects a stable optical cavity (0 < d < r) is used
with a near-continuum mode structure (i.e. the ratio of the transverse to longitudinal mode
spacing is irrational).

8

This type of cavity used in conjunction with a pulsed laser whose

bandwidth is larger than the mode spacing, such that in theory all frequencies are coupled into
the cavity with an equal probability. As a result of so many modes being excited, the modulation
depths of the beats seen in the ring-down transients are dramatically reduced. 7 While the setup
of pulsed CRDS is simple, it is limited by the spatial resolution of the transverse modes and the
ultimate sensitivity that can be obtained from the mode beating effects on the ring-down
transient.

12

Figure 3. Traditional optical cavity for pulsed CRDS

Current
Controller

CW
Laser

Function
Generator

OI

Photo
Detector

AOM

TTL Pulse
Generator

Figure 4. A common setup for CW CRDS. The current of the laser is modulated such that the
laser’s frequency is ramped through the cavity’s FSR and comes into resonance with multiple
longitudinal modes. Once the modes reach a specified intensity, light is deflected away from the
cavity by the acousto optical modulator (AOM) and the ring-down time is recorded. Since the
cavity is linear an optical isolator (OI) is placed in front of the laser to protect it from a large
quantity of optical feedback.
13

Figure 5. Exponential decay of pulsed and square modulated cw laser light within a ring-down
cavity.

14

CRDS took root in 1980 when Herbelin et al. measured the lifetime of the light in an
optical cavity to determine the reflectance of the cavity mirrors.

9

By intensity modulating a

continuous wave (cw) light beam they were able to measure the phase shift induced by the
reflection losses of the mirrors. This technique is now known as Phase Shift (PS) - CRDS and is
often used to measure gases, liquids and particles in mirror based optical cavities as well as in the
comparatively more lossy fiber-loop cavities. 10-13 In 1984, Anderson et al. expanded the concept
of exciting an optical cavity with a cw light source by switching off the light source when its
intensity reached a preset threshold value and subsequently measured the intensity decay time. 14
Although the purpose of this experiment was to measure mirror reflectivity, it was later realized
that cw-CRDS is one of the most sensitive forms of CRDS when exciting single longitudinal
modes of the ring-down cavity. 3 Originally, neither of these two early CRDS experiments used
any mode matching techniques; cavity excitations occurred via coincidences of the laser
frequency coming into resonance with one of the narrow cavity modes. 3
Later, O’Keefe and Deacon performed the first pulsed CRDS experiment in 1988 and
recorded an absorption spectrum of the weak b1 Σ +g (ν = 1, 2) ← Χ3Σ −g (ν = 0) bands of molecular
oxygen. 15 This experiment showed that one can avoid mode-matching complications, as well as
the need for fast electronics to switch off and monitor intracavity intensity, when using a pulsed
laser. The results showing the weak forbidden O2 b 1∑g - Χ 3∑g transition can be seen in Figure
6.

15

Figure 6. CRDS spectrum of the O2 b(ν=1)-Χ(ν=0) band taken with a one wavenumber
bandwidth laser in a 60 cm long cavity. The spectrum was taken in room air. Reproduced from
O’Keefe et al. 15

16

1.4 Continuous Wave - CRDS
In order for pulsed CRDS to be successful, the bandwidth of the pulse must be wide
enough to overlap one or more longitudinal cavity modes, thus it must be wider than the cavity’s
free spectral range (FSR).

3

In general, pulsed CRDS uses lasers with bandwidths of

approximately 3 GHz and cavities that are a few tens of centimeters long (FSR ~ 5 GHz).

16

While this technique has proven itself to be successful for studying the spectroscopy of weak gas
transitions

17-20

, as well as for detecting radical species in flames,

8

in diamond deposition

reactors, 21 and for ions in a discharge, 22 its resolution is limited by the cavity’s FSR. One of the
most obvious ways to increase the resolution is to make use of the high spectral density of the
transverse cavity modes. However, this compromises the relative ease of pulsed CRDS
experiments with complications such as transverse mode beating, multiexponential decays, and,
consequently, fluctuations in the decay rate.

23,24

To avoid such problems one can increase the

resolution by expanding upon the cw-CRDS technique that was first used by Anderson et al., in
1984.

14

In Anderson’s experiment narrow bandwidth cw light from a He-Ne laser was injected

into the optical cavity such that it came into a coincidental resonance with one of the cavity
modes. When the intensity of the light inside the cavity exceeded a predefined threshold, a
triggering system switched a Pockels cell that interrupted the laser and recorded the ring-down
transient.

3

This opened up the possibility to obtain high signal to noise ratios by efficiently

injecting single frequency cw light tuned to one of the cavity resonances. In 1997 Romanini et
al.,16 built a setup similar to that of Anderson et al.,14 but used an acousto-optic modulator to
interrupt the laser beam rather than a Pockels cell. They measured the overtone transition of
acetylene near 570 nm at 5 Torr using a single frequency ring dye laser. The cavity used was
17

approximately 50 cm long, with one end mounted on a piezoelectric transducer (PZT), to bring
the cavity modes into resonance with the laser frequency by periodically modulating the cavity
length. A feedback circuit was implemented to monitor drift in the cavity by measuring the
distance of the ring-down events from the centre of the modulation range and providing a
correction voltage to the PZT. They achieved a sensitivity of 10-9 cm-1. They later reported a
sensitivity of 2 × 10−10 cm-1 when they recorded part of the rotationally and vibrationally cooled
spectrum of NO2 using an external cavity diode laser (ECDL) at 775 nm.
adjusting the cavity length is to modulate the frequency of the laser.

25,26

25

An alternative to
One can only use

this technique if the width of the absorption feature is much larger than the FSR of the cavity; it
is especially helpful when one is using ECDLs to detect absorptions at atmospheric pressure. 26
Some advantages of cw-CRDS are its increase in spectral resolution compared to pulsed
CRDS, its ability to detect trace gases, and its potential to make use of cost effective diode lasers
and photodiodes. Conversely, its disadvantages are the need for mode matching optics, costly
optical isolators, and its limited spectral range. Finally, aligning the cavity is not as simple as it is
for pulsed CRDS. 3
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1.5 Phase Shift - CRDS
Like pulsed CRDS and cw-CRDS, PS-CRDS measures the lifetime of the light in an
optical cavity; however, one achieves this in the frequency domain rather than the time domain.
PS - CRDS is a truly continuous wave technique since one does not interrupt the laser beam to
record a decay trace. The intensity of the laser light is sinusoidally modulated and the shift in
phase of the light exiting the cavity relative to the incoming light is measured.

10,11

In 1933

Duschinsky showed that when an intensity-modulated beam at frequency ω is used to excite an
atomic or molecular energy level the resulting fluorescence is still modulated at the frequency ω,
but with a phase shift and decreased modulation depth relative to the Io beam. 27 The phase shift,

φ, of the light relates to the lifetime (i.e. decay time) of the excited state, by Equation 1.5.1 and
the modulation depth is decreased as shown in Equation 1.5.2. 27
tan φ = −ωτ

1.5.1

1
1 + ω 2τ 2

1.5.2

Thereafter, Herbelin et al. showed that this technique is applicable towards measuring the
lifetime of light in optical cavities when he used it to determine the reflectance of his mirror
coatings.

9

Following this, Engeln et al. used the phase shift technique to measure the b1

∑+g(ν’=2)Χ 3∑-g(ν”=0) transition of 18O2. 10 In their experiment they modulated a single mode
(sm) ring dye laser using an electro-optic modulator (EOM) and injected the modulated light into
a 45 cm long stable optical cavity. They showed that for an intensity modulated cw source, the
intensity of the light leaving the cavity at time, t, (ICRDS(t)) is given by Equation 1.5.3.
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t
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1.5.3

Thus, τ(ν) can be determined independently from the intensity by taking a ratio of the inphase component to the out-of-phase component of the modulated light intensity exiting the
cavity as a function of laser wavelength. The highest detection sensitivity occurs when τω = 1
and therefore φ = 45 degrees (tan φ =1). A lock-in amplifier was used to determine φ, since it is
able to measure the in-phase signal, the out-of-phase signal and the shifted phase angle. 10
In 2004 the Loock group adapted this technique to record the considerably shorter decay
times in fiber-loop ring-down spectroscopy.

11

They note that while the phase-shift technique

provides a vastly increased time response in comparison to time resolved CRDS, its
shortcomings, such as its inability to deal with multiexponential decays, mode-beating, and its
sensitivity to optical and electrical noise, make it the less favoured technique when performing
gas phase measurements. Conversely, the increased time response makes the PS technique highly
attractive to FLRDS and other waveguide cavities where the ring-down times may only be a few
nanoseconds long. 28 Additionally the duty cycle of PS-CRDS is unity making this technique the
CRDS method with the highest data acquisition rate. High data acquisition rates and fast
response times are particularly important in analytical separations. The Loock group derived a
20

modified relationship between φ and τ(v) to include an offset angle, φo, to account for intrinsic
phase delays due to lags in the electronic signal transmission in electronic components, the
cables and the laser diode, as well as light transmission in the power delivery fibre. This
relationship is shown in Equation 1.5.4. 11

φ = φo − arctan(ωτ )

1.5.4

Figure 7. Experimental scheme of a phase-shift fiber loop ring-down experiment. The LeCroy
9100 arbitrary function generator produces two channels of sine waves with the same frequency
and phase. One of them is used for the reference of the lock-in amplifier, the other one modulates
the output of a laser diode. The modulated laser diode output is coupled through free space into a
21

power delivery fiber, which is coupled to the fiber loop using index-matching fluid. A
photomultiplier tube detects the phase-shifted photon signal and transfers it to the lock-in
amplifier. Adapted from Tong et al. 11
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In 2009 the Loock group modified Equation 1.5.2 to account for multiexponential decays.
5

Multiexponential decays occur when there are multiple lifetimes of the light in the cavity,

rather than one. In optical cavities consisting of mirrors these multiple decays may be due to
scattered light, broadband emission (BBE) bypassing the cavity, and amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE). Decays resulting from BBE passing through the cavity are comparatively short
to ASE (i.e. trapped BBE in the cavity that is amplified alongside the rest of the laser light). 5,29,30
This approach was inspired by the one Lakowicz et al. took in 1984 to address the issue of
biexponential decays in fluorescence spectroscopy when the phase-shift method is used to
measure the fluorescence lifetimes. 31 Lakowicz showed that one could extract two fluorescence
decay lifetimes by recording the phase at more than 8 modulation frequencies spread over 2
decades and fitting the resulting phase angles to an analytical expression. 5 Lakowicz et al.31 and
Bescherer et al.5 assumed that the time it takes for the total light intensity to decay in the time
domain can be modeled as a sum of N exponentials as seen in Equation 1.5.5. Thereafter,
Equation 1.5.6 shows that one can model the response of this system to an oscillatory input with
an angular frequency of ω=2πƒ by taking a Laplace transform of Equation 1.5.5. 5,29,31
N
 t 
I (t ) = ∑ α i exp  − 
i
 τi 



 
ℒ = ∑
  


 = !+#

1.5.5

1.5.6

σ, is a damping factor that is assumed to be zero. Equation 1.5.6 is separated into its real and
imaginary parts (Equations 1.5.7 and 1.5.8); the associated phase angle and absolute modulation
depth are given by Equations 1.5.9 and 1.5.10 respectively.
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1.5.9

m = Nω2 + Dω2

1.5.10

N

Nω = − ∑

N

−∑

Finally, Bescherer et al.5 showed that Equation 1.5.7 is related to Equation 1.5.2 since the
phase and modulation of each decay is independent from one another, thus it may be written that

tan(φi − φo ) = −ωτ i

1.5.11

To prove the validity of these equations with respect to multiexponential decays in PSFLRD, Bescherer et al. compared the ring-down times measured with a multiexponential fit in
the time domain to those calculated in the frequency domain using the equations derived above. 5
In this experiment a 25.6 m multimode fiber was spliced into a closed loop. Light from an 800
nm laser was coupled into the loop using a 99:1 coupler and a photomultiplier tube (PMT) was
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placed next to the fiber to detect scattered light from the loop. The results of this experiment
(Figure 8.) show that a tri-exponential model fits the data best in both the time and frequency
domain. It was noted that these results are consistent with those reported by Tong et al.32 who
noted that the longest ring-down time is associated with the decay in the core modes and that the
faster decay process is due to light leaving the cladding modes.

5

As well, it was noted by

Bescherer et al.5 that the third decay process is likely due to scattered light. Although the results
show that the ring-down times in the time domain were not identical within the fitting error to
those in the frequency domain, the accuracy of the fitting parameters were not equal since the
time domain had significantly more data points (10,000) compared to the phase shift data (192
points).

5

On the other hand, they also show that the phase shift measurements were the more

reliable of the two for recording the fastest decay process. The rise and fall times of the laser
were <20 ns and the ring-down times in both domains were shorter than the response time of the
instrument. As a result, one cannot accurately measure this quick decay in the time domain;
however, the phase shift method resolves the quick decay by using higher modulation
frequencies. 5

25

Figure 8. Multiexponenial decay of light injected into a 25.6 m multimode fiber loop at λ=800
nm. (a) A fit of Equation 1.5.7 to the phase angle (solid line) yields τ1=1.57(4) µs, τ2=320(9) ns,
26

and τ3=17(2) ns. The straight lines correspond to curves expected for single exponential decays
with respective τ. The dashed line corresponds to the best fit to a bi-exponential decay function.
(b) In the time domain a fit to Equation 1.5.3 yields τ1=1.503(6) µs, τ2=312(2) ns, and τ3=7.0(2)
ns. The residuals for the time domain triexponental fit and the frequency domain biexponential
fit are shown above the respective panels. One can see that the triexponential fit is in good
agreements with the time domain trace while the frequency domain trace is not well modeled by
a biexponential decay. The distribution of measurement errors for the phase angle is described
well by a Gaussian function (red squares). Reproduced from Bescherer et al. 5
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1.6 Fiber Cavity Ring-Down Spectroscopy
Fiber cavity ring-down spectroscopy (FCRDS) is an adaptation of CRDS that uses an
optical fiber as its waveguide rather than mirrors. FCRDS can be carried out using either a linear
cavity and two identical fiber mirrors or a fiber loop cavity.

33

Linear fiber cavities confine light

by applying dielectric coatings or fiber Bragg gratings (FBGs) to the fiber ends. One is able to
build linear cavities that are only millimeters long; this is at times advantageous to fiber loop
cavities, whose shortest length is limited to approximately 30 cm because of macrobending
losses.

32

Moreover, it is straightforward to couple light into and out of linear cavities since the

light source and detector can be placed in line with the cavity. Finally, both cavities with
reflective coatings and FBGs exhibit very low round trip losses.

32

For example a linear cavity

with dielectric coatings on the fiber ends built by von Lerber et al.34 in 2002 achieved roundtrip
losses of 0.42%.

As well, Gupta et al.35 achieved 2.3% roundtrip losses in a 10 m long

hydrogen-loaded single-mode fiber with FBGs on the ends acting as mirrors. Andachi et al.36
compared loop to linear cavities by constructing a linear cavity out of identical FBGs and a loop
cavity that used 99:1 couplers to guide light into the loop and out to the detector. The linear
cavity was found to have 0.03 dB (0.64 %) roundtrip losses and the loop cavity had round trip
losses of 0.25 dB (5.6%) and 0.84 dB (17.6%) for the core and cladding modes respectively.
FBGs have a strong wavelength dependent attenuation, which can correspond up to a reflectivity
to 99.99%, and most of the light reflects back into the single counter propagating core mode (i.e.
the core mode traveling in the respective opposite direction).33,36 In addition to the advantages
listed, sometimes the FBGs are both the sensing and reflecting element in the fiber cavity, since
they are sensitive to thermal expansion and pressure.
28
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Currently, linear setups use FBGs more

often than reflective coatings since they are commercially available and easy to implement.
Conversely, FBGs pose a number of disadvantages, such as their inability to reflect light over a
range greater than a few nanometers, the fact that they are commercially available only at
telecom wavelengths, and that they are usually designed for single-mode fibers. 33
In contrast to linear cavities, one constructs ring cavities by forming a loop of fiber and
splicing the two ends together or by leaving a gap between the two ends where one can inject
samples.

11

Light is usually coupled into the loop by high split ratio couplers (e.g., 99:1);

however alternate methods are possible. 33 In 2002, Brown et al.38 focused a laser beam onto the
fiber which resulted in about 1:108 of the light coupling into the loop. To measure the loop’s
light intensity one may splice a fiber coupler into the loop to guide light to a detector, or place a
PMT next to the fiber to detect the scattered light. 5,33
Unlike linear cavities, loop cavities are broadband (i.e., 250-1,700 nm) since transmission
of the loop is only dependent upon the transmission of the fiber optic material and the
components in the cavity loop. At telecom wavelengths (1.3-1.5 µm) fibers exist with losses as
low as 5 × 10-4 dB/m; UV-wavelength fibers have considerably higher losses of 0.05 dB/m at
400 nm and 0.3 dB/m at 250 nm; Mid-infrared-wavelength fibers exist up to wavelengths of 9
µm and losses of less than 0.5-02 dB/m are specified by the manufacturers. 33
Overall, fiber cavities present themselves as an inexpensive, simple, and rugged
alternative to mirror cavities. They use low power lasers (e.g. µW) and inexpensive photodiodes;
FLRD-based sensor loops have the ability to be multiplexed due to the uniform sensing scheme
and waveguide; finally, the detection scheme for any analyte is uniform, thus FLRD may be
29

easily configured to detect anything from chemicals to temperatures and pressures by merely
changing the sensor head in the fiber loop. 39

Figure 9. (a) A linear fiber cavity formed by adding two mirror elements, such as fiber Bragg
gratings or dielectric coatings, to the ends of the fiber to form an optical cavity. The light is
injected through one of the mirrors and is detected behind the second mirror. (b) A fiber ring
cavity made by bending the fiber into a loop and implementing fiber couplers with high splitting
ratios to inject light into the loop and to direct a small fraction of light to the detector. Adapted
from Waechter et al. 33

Since the sensor placed in or on the fiber cavity is not limited to one type of chemical
phase or physical process, thus a variety of sensors are available for insertion into the loop or to
be constructed out of the fiber itself (Figure 10). The most straightforward “sensor head” is a gap
in the fiber where any gas, liquid or particle sample can reduce the ring-down time by absorbing
or scattering light. Conversely, one may detect samples by exposing the evanescent field of the
core mode(s). This is done by either tapering a region of the fiber, etching away the cladding or
by encasing the fiber in a glass block and side-polishing the fiber (Figure 10 (b), (c) and (d)
respectively).

33

As well, sensor heads may consist of fiber optic components that react to the

refractive index of the sample such as long-period gratings.

30

40

Lastly, mechanical and thermal

sensors are implemented into fiber cavities since some fiber optic components (e.g. FBGs) are
sensitive to temperature, 41 pressure, 42,43 bending losses 44 and strain 45,46 exerted on the fiber. 33

31

Figure 10. Different types of sensor elements used in fiber cavity ring-down spectroscopy. (a) A
gap in the fiber is used to measure the direct attenuation from a gas, liquid or solid sample placed
between the fibers. (b) A tapered fiber allows the evanescent field to extend outside the fiber by
converting the core mode into a cladding mode. (c) The evanescent field is extended into the
sample by etching the cladding. (d) The evanescent field is exposed in a field access block by
side polishing the fiber to reduce the cladding thickness. (e) A pair of identical long-period
gratings (LPGs) are used to couple light from the core mode into a single cladding mode and
then back into the core. While the light travels in the cladding mode between the two LPGs its
large evanescent wave interacts strongly with the surrounding sample. (f) The absorption by
gases of small molecules such as H2 can be monitored by allowing them to diffuse into the fiber.
Adapted from Waechter et al. 33
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1.6.1 Fiber Loop Ring-Down Spectroscopy
Stewart et al.47 originally proposed the concept of FLRDS for chemical sensing in 2001.
Their setup involved a 50 m fiber loop cavity that contained an erbium doped fiber amplifier
(EDFA) and a 5 cm micro-optical gas cell for gas phase absorption measurements in the telecom
region. In this fiber loop cavity the circulating light was amplified with every round trip akin to a
fiber laser that is operated below the laser threshold.

47,48

The purpose of this cavity was to

demonstrate the cavity ring-down principle while compensating for the intrinsic loop losses due
to couplers, splices, etc. Stewart’s work will be discussed in greater detail later in this report.
This setup was quite complex compared to the succeeding passive (i.e. non-amplified) FLRD
setups built in 2002 by Brown et al.38 and Lehmann et al.49 As mentioned earlier, Brown et al. 38
constructed optical fiber loops ranging in length from 2-77 m that were joined via a splice
connector. Light was coupled into the loop by focusing a Nd:YAG pumped dye laser with a
width of 500 ps and an energy of 50-200 µJ/pulse onto the fiber loop such that 1:108 of the
intensity entered the loop. A PMT was placed at least 50 cm from the excitation region of the
fiber to detect the scattered light after each round trip. Their “absorption cell” was approximately
3.8 µm long and was made by replacing the index matching fluid in the fiber splice with their
sample solution. They were able to measure the absorption spectrum of a solution of 1,1’diethyl-4,4’-dicarbocyanine iodide (DDCI) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (n=1.479) between
740-880 nm and achieved a detection limit of an absorptivity of εC = 100 cm-1. 38 Thereafter, in
2003 the Loock group characterized the FLRD technique in detail

33

32

and in 2004 demonstrated

this technique with a cw laser

11

where they recorded the decay times at a data acquisition rate

close to real time (10-100 ms) using the phase shift technique.
The loop constructed by Lehmann et al.

50

had a small tapered region such that the

evanescent wave of the core mode was exposed. Rather than placing their sample into the loop,
they measured the absorption of the evanescent wave outside the fiber and achieved a minimum
detectable concentration of 0.049% 1-octyne per Hz-1/2. 50

FLRD has shown itself to be an optimal detection method for real time micro-separation systems
such as capillary electrophoresis (CE), micro-liquid chromatography or microfluidic devices (i.e.
“lab on a chip” or µ-TAS: micro-total analysis systems).

51

The aspects that make

microfluidic devices advantageous (i.e. their small sample volumes and high separation speeds)
are also what challenge most detection systems. While fluorescence spectroscopy is an extremely
sensitive option (i.e. allowing for single molecule detection in some cases 52), it is limited by the
fact that not all molecules fluoresce and the labeling process of non-fluorescent molecules may
introduce errors in the measurements. In terms of chromatographic applications, UV-VIS
absorption spectroscopy is commonly used since many analytes absorb in the near UV region.
On the other hand, the width of the absorption paths correspond to the width of the separation
channels (i.e. 50-100 µm for CE, 53 30 × 50 µm for commercial microfluidic devices 54) and the
time response required is on the order of milliseconds, thereby making it impossible to average
multiple separation events. This results in poor sensitivity, especially for analytes with small
molar extinction coefficients. A way to increase the absorption path is to implement “Z-cells”
55,56

, “U-cells”

57

or bubble cells

58,59

into the microchannel (Figure 11), however this sacrifices
34

the temporal resolution since it is not straightforward to interface these cells to a spectrometer.
Finally, as mentioned earlier in this report, these absorption techniques suffer from the problem
of measuring a small intensity change on top of a large background signal. If the light source is a
laser, this problem is further complicated by light intensity fluctuations. 51

Figure 11. Increase in the absorption path length compared to single pass absorption in
microfluidic devices. (a) Single pass absorption (b) Z-cell (c) Multipass reflection cell. Adapted
from Wang et al. 41

CRDS is a multiple pass absorption technique that lends itself well to gas phase
measurements and has recently been adapted to detect liquid samples. One of the challenges of
using CRDS in the condensed phase is getting the liquid into the cavity. In 1995 Zare and
coworkers 60 handled this problem in the most straightforward manner by filling their 20 cm long
cavity with 10-1 pM solutions of organic or inorganic absorbers. They achieved a detection limit
of αmin = 10-6 cm-1 and ultimately showed that CRDS of solutions can be measured in a standard
cavity ring-down configuration.

60

While effective, this technique is not very practical since the

sample volume is rather large and needs to be carefully filtered and exchanged not to disturb the
optical alignment. Alternatively, Xu et al.

60

minimized the detection volume and prevented
35

mirror damage by inserting two standard UV-VIS cuvettes into a 1 m cavity at the Brewster’s
angle. This technique worked well for samples with refractive indexes close to that of the
cuvette, but fell short for aqueous solutions. Seetohul et al.61 and Van der Sneppen et al.

62

performed similar techniques by inserting a HPLC U-cell into the cavity where detection limits
of 1.9 × 10-5 cm-1 at 556 nm and 4.1 × 10-4 cm-1 at 355 nm were obtained with detection volumes
of 70 µL and 80 µL respectively. Finally, Ubachs and coworkers

63

built a flow cell using two

cavity mirrors and a rubber spacer. This experiment operated at 532 nm with a sample volume of
12 µL and a detection limit of 1.4 × 10-4 cm-1. While this method was successful, the short cavity
length resulted in short ring-down times of 25 ns that needed temporal resolution with accuracy
greater than 1 ns. While the reported CRDS techniques achieve very low detection limits, the
detection volume is typically on the order of microliters, which is too large to be used in
conjunction with micro-HLPC and CE. As well, the mirrors used in CRDS require wavelength
specific samples, thus mirrored CRDS would not be the ideal method for resolving the wide
variety of samples that HPLC separates. 12
FLRDS presents itself as a viable absorption detection technique since fiber dimensions
are comparable to those of flow channels in micro-separation systems and are a naturally
broadband waveguide. The design of the sensor in these systems should resemble Figure 7(a)
where light couples from one fiber to another across a gap. While the concept behind this sensor
is straightforward, the configuration is not trivial. The fiber ends across the gap must be carefully
aligned to achieve a good transmission and the flow channel must be connected without causing
a build-up of pressure or introducing a dead volume.

36

33

If the fibers are laterally misaligned by

10%, they experience transmission losses of >10%. The alignment therefore requires a precision
of 5 µm for a 50 µm core diameter multimode fiber, or <1µm for a single mode fiber. 32,64
In one of their first FLRD experiments, the Loock group developed a prototype flow
channel by placing a human hair (diameter ~50 µm) between the two ends of a 400 µm
multimode fiber.

32

The fiber ends with the hair were then submerged in a droplet of

polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS). Twenty-four hours later, the PDMS solidified and the hair was
removed, leaving a ~50 µm clear channel. Again, DDCI dye in DMSO was detected with a
detection limit of approximately 10-10 mol or 7 × 10-8 g. In 2004 they performed a similar
experiment using phase-shift FLRDS

11

where capillary flow measurements were made by

joining the fibers with a commercial four-way microcross. The 100/140 µm fiber ends were
inserted through opposite holes and the 100/360 µm capillary ends were inserted into the two
other holes, leaving a gap between the fibers of approximately 31 µm. The separation between
the fibers was later increased to 140 µm since it was found that shorter absorption paths lead to
broader peaks using a 100 µm diameter capillary. A syringe pump with a flow speed of 166 nL/s
injected DDCI through the interface and a detection limit of approximately 200 µm or 180 ppm
was obtained.
In 2006 a similar system was designed by the Loock group

65

and used as an online detector for

CE of biomolecules. Rather than using a commercial microcross, four holes were drilled into a
polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) block and the fiber and capillary ends were inserted and
affixed using epoxy glue. One of the fiber ends was melted in the electric arc of a fusion splicer
to form a microlens with a radius of 76 µm. The sample gap was approximately 30 µm and 810
37

nm light was introduced into the loop using a 99:1 coupler. Human serum albumin (HSA) was
separated out from an unbound NIR dye and detected with a detection limit of 1.6 cm-1 or 1.67
µΜ. 65
The aforementioned experiments detected samples that absorb at approximately 810 nm,
which goes hand in hand with the fact that NIR fibers exhibit the lowest losses. On the other
hand, using lower wavelengths in the UV-VIS region expands the range of samples to detect.
Andachi et al. 36 ventured into the visible region by constructing a 4.69 m loop out of multimode
fiber (50 µm core diameter) where 660 nm light from a picosecond pulsed diode laser was
coupled into the loop and out to a PMT using 99:1 couplers. Before entering the loop, the laser
light was fed through two EDFAs in series to obtain stable and intense pulses of 40 ps by gainswitching. The sample, methylene blue, was introduced between the fiber ends via a microcell
with a gap width of 100 µm and detection volume of 200 pL. The detection limit was determined
to be 6 cm-1 or 50 µM. 33,36

Recently, the Loock group has configured a FLRD setup that operates at 405 nm.

12

The

loop is constructed out of a low loss UV fiber (diameter 200/200 µm, absorption coefficient αf =
0.011 m-1 at 405 nm) with a large bend radius to minimize the loop losses. A PMT is mounted on
this bend to detect the scattered light and the phase shift was read out by a lock-in amplifier at a
sampling rate of 5 or 10 Hz. Phase-shift CRDS was used because of its higher data acquisition
rate and because the short ring-down times are compensated with increased modulation
frequencies. A special sample interface was constructed such that light could be coupled into the
38

loop at the same gap in the fiber where the sample is being measured (Figure 12). This was done
by cutting two grooves in a PMMA polymer plate. One groove held the two loop fiber ends 190
µm apart from one another, the other groove, which was cut at a 6o angle from the sample gap,
held the delivery fiber. This allowed for efficient coupling of light from the delivery fiber into
the loop fiber core without the additional losses a commercial coupler would impose.
The sample entered the interface by traveling down a capillary through a hole drilled into
the top plate in front of the delivery fiber. It subsequently flowed through the groove into the
sample gap and exited through a hole that had been drilled beneath the gap in the fiber. The
overall system had a detection volume of 6 nL, a ring-down time of 140 ns and an effective
absorption path length of 550 µm. Measurements were taken of both tartrazine and myoglobin
with respective detection limits of 5 µm (extinction, 0.11 cm-1) and 1 µm. 12

Figure 12. A custom built interface used to direct liquid between fiber ends and to couple light
from the light source into the loop. Light enters the loop via the delivery fiber and the sample is
injected through a hole in the top plate in front of the delivery fiber. (a) Top view. (b) Computer
generated schematic image. Reproduced from Waechter et al. 12,33
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1.7 Amplified CRDS
With respect to applications in broadband microanalysis, fiber loop ring-down
spectroscopy is advantageous to standard CRDS and linear fiber CRDS. On the other hand, high
losses due to couplers, splices, sample cells, etc. significantly compromise the loop’s ring-down
time, sensitivity and detection limit. Already in 2001, Stewart et al.

47

proposed FLRD in an

amplified system since the added gain from a fiber amplifier may be able to compensate for all
the undesired losses.

In theory, this will result in ultra-long ring-down times and will

consequently improve the detection limit and sensitivity. Under these ideal condition, Equation
1.3.2 is rewritten as Equation 1.7.1 to include the roundtrip gain, G, that is theoretically adjusted
to exactly compensate the roundtrip losses, Lsys, while leaving the sample losses, Lsample,
uncompensated. Since Equation 1.3.2 defines τ in a passive cavity where the losses are
independent of light intensity, Equation 1.7.1 assumes the same towards the gain and that its
fluctuations are negligible during the ring-down event. 33

τ=

trt
− ln ( Lsys + Lsample − G )

(1.7.1)

In an amplified experiment one may use pulsed CRDS, cw CRDS or ps CRDS to
determine the ring-down time; however, if the gain in the loop is larger than the combined losses
then the FLRDS system will become a fiber ring laser! 47
In all amplified FLRD experiments that will be discussed, EDFAs, which operate
between 1520 – 1560 nm, are used as fiber amplifiers since their use in the telecommunications
industry has made them commercially available. Conversely, other doped fiber amplifiers that
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operate in other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum include fibers that are doped with thulium
(1,460-1,530 nm or 800-850 nm), praseodymium (~ 1,300 nm), neodymium (~ 1 µm) and
ytterbium (~ 1 µm) as the gain medium. Semiconductor optical amplifiers (SOAs) use a
semiconductor gain medium to amplify signals – they are much like a laser diode where the
mirrors have been replaced with antireflection coatings. SOA’s offer gain up to ~15 dB, low
polarization dependence (i.e. ~ 0.5 dB), amplification of light in the S, L and C bands and
smooth gain profiles. The S, C and L bands are spectral regions spanning from 1460-1530nm,
1530-1565nm, and 1565-1625 nm respectfully. Although they are compact and cost effective,
they are noisier and have a lower gain output than Re3+ doped amplifiers.
The first amplified FLRD experiment performed by Stewart et al. in 2001 47 used a 58 m
fiber loop that included an EDFA (15-20 m of fiber), a bandpass filter (BPF), a variable optical
attenuator (VOA), and a micro-optic cell (Figure 13). The fiber ends that defined the sample gap
were fitted with GRIN lenses to increase their transmission efficiency. Amplified FLRD
experiments were originally performed by sending in a laser pulse while the gain in the loop was
kept below its lasing threshold, such that the decaying pulse was slightly amplified each time it
passed through the EDFA. This was done by adjusting the loop losses using the variable optical
attenuator. They originally achieved a ring-down time of 2.6 µs (round trip loss: 0.48 dB) and
later with an improved setup a ring-down time of 10 ± 2 µs (roundtrip loss 0.12 ± 0.02 dB), but
sample measurements were not taken since drifts in the amplifier gain resulted in variable ringdown times. 47,48
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A loop with losses of 20.00% requires a gain factor of approximately 1.1999, and Stewart
and Culshaw realised that they could circumvent their gain fluctuations by setting the gain above
the lasing threshold such that the loop becomes a gain clamped free running laser.

66

In this

experiment, the narrow bandpass filter (~ 1 nm) selects the lasing wavelength of the EDFA and
the ring-down pulse is set to a slightly different wavelength that is still in the range of the BPF.
Under these conditions, they recorded ring-down times ranging from 30 – 200 µs (roundtrip loss
of 0.004 dB) depending on the proximity of the wavelength of the DFB laser to that of the lasing
wavelength. The longest ring-down times were recorded when the two wavelengths were near
coincidence; however, relaxation oscillations increase in magnitude as the wavelengths approach
one another. Fortunately, the excited state lifetime of Erbium is on the order of milliseconds thus
they were able to extract the ring-down time from the first half of the oscillation cycle (Figure
14). 66 Nevertheless, one can see in Figure 14 that the ring-down trace is partially distorted from
the oscillations and the unstable environment that they produce, thus limiting the reproducibility
of the 200 µs ring-down time. As well, there is a possibility that by keeping the probe
wavelength so close to the lasing one, both loop and sample losses will experience
compensation. Finally, one would experience difficulty recording a gas phase spectrum with the
narrow BPF since the scanning range of the laser is limited to 1 nm.
Subsequently, to eliminate the low frequency distortion from the relaxation oscillations
and the high frequency noise they replaced the BPF with a digital narrow BPF.
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Impressive

ring-down times of 10 ms were recorded (roundtrip losses of 0.00010 dB) with the consequence
of increased variations (up to 30%) in the ring-down time. Much of these variations were caused
by drifts in the lasing wavelength with respect to the DFB wavelength and mode-hopping of the
42

fiber laser.

67

Moreover, acquiring a spectrum was not trivial since it was necessary for the two

wavelengths to be near coincidence; thus if the probe laser was scanned, so must the free running
laser wavelength, which often produces more relaxation oscillations. Finally, Stewart et al.
described an alternate setup, which could possibly overcome the problems discussed, using two
nested loops that share the same amplifier but operate at different wavelengths. 47,66 While it was
noted in their first paper that they were investigating this setup and other variants of it, they later
reported that balancing the two loops was not a trivial matter. After this point the two loop setup
was abandoned for the simpler one loop setup.
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Figure 13. Amplified fiber loop ring-down cavity using an erbium doped fiber amplifier.
Reproduced from Stewart et al. 66

Figure 14. 100 µs ring-down trace in a gain-clamped fiber cavity when the fiber’s lasing
wavelength and the pulse’s wavelength are near coincidence. The baseline is distorted from the
onset of relaxation oscillations in the amplifier gain medium. Reproduced from Stewart et al. 66

While Stewart et al.

47,66,67

have not used their setup for analytical or spectroscopic
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measurements, recent work by Ni et al. 68-70 adapted their method for gas phase spectroscopy and
refractive index sensing.
Ni et al. developed an amplified FLRD setup similar to that of Stewart and co-workers
that included two 50:50 couplers, a tunable gain EDFA, a tunable narrow BPF, a VOA, and a
NIST standard gas cell. 68 What differed was the addition of a digital least-mean-square filter that
reduces ASE noise and improves the accuracy of the experiments. It does this by filtering the
ring-down event with an estimation of the noise and subsequently, by using the least-meansquare algorithm, the filter improves its coefficients for noise estimation. Originally, the filter
reduced the noise by 9 dB at a ring-down time of 2.7 µs and later, on a newer system, obtained
ring-down times up to 101.2 µs (roundtrip loss of 0.218 dB).
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Measurements of the P(11) line

on the ν1−ν3 combination band of acetylene were taken with a detection limit of 70.1 ppm and an
accuracy of 15 ppm. Without the filter, the detection limit was 8.2 times larger. Additionally, Ni
et al. used the same setup for refractive index change sensing with a long period grating,

70

thus

reconfirming the high configurability of FLRD and fiber optic sensors.
This thesis will revisit Stewart and Culshaw’s work on the two loop setup with the
intention of using it for FLRD measurements in the gas and liquid phases. Additionally, a variety
of sensor interfaces will be explored to conduct these measurements, starting with a 6 cm long
gas cell, hollow core photonic band-gap fibers and a fiber with a hole drilled in it. Finally, future
experiments and alterations to the setup will be discussed.
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Chapter 2
Theory

This chapter is organized as follows. First it will investigate the dynamics of the erbium
doped fiber amplifier as well as the shape of its homogeneously and inhomogeneously broadened
spectrum and how they relate to the experimental system. Thereafter the characteristics of of HC
PBGs will be discussed. Finally, an overview of the practical reasons for sensing acetylene and
ammonia as well as the relevant spectroscopy pertaining to the compounds will be reviewed.

2.1 The Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier
The most common fiber in the telecommunications industry is the Corning single-mode
fiber (SMF-28) and fibers with similar dimensions (i.e. 10.4 ± 0.5 µm mode core diameter, 125 ±
0.7 µm cladding diameters) and specifications (i.e. attenuations of 0.31-0.35 dB/km at 1380 nm
and 0.19-0.20 dB/km at 1550 nm). All conventional silica waveguides have minimal losses at
around 1550 nm. To enable long-haul optical data transmission the digitally encoded signal
needs to be boosted at regular intervals. Erbium doped fiber amplifiers are one class of devices
that helps boost the signal - semiconductor optical amplifiers are another. Erbium is element
number 68 and part of the Lanthanide series in the periodic table. The stimulated emission from
the Er3+ 13I3/2→15I3/2 transition centers around 1.5 µm, thus erbium doped silica fibers are optimal
for amplifying attenuated signals in the telecommunication C-band. 71,72
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2.1.1 Dynamics of Optical Amplification
EDFA’s make use of a three level pumping scheme (Figure 15). This means that the Er3+
ions are excited from their ground state to the E2 state through absorption of photons from the
pump laser at 980 or 1480 nm. They quickly relax to a lower excited state (E1). At the highest
pump powers population inversion is possible and laser action can be observed throughout the
broad gain spectrum of the EDFA at approximately 1.5 µm. The seed beam does not need to be
an external source since seeding the amplifier with its own spontaneous emission – as was done
by Stewart and co-workers

47,66

– also induces stimulated emission. Without a signal beam, the

stored energy is released as spontaneous emission.

73

The spontaneous emission of EDFA is

broadband and ranges from approximately 1520 – 1580 nm. Stark splitting, homogenous
broadening (i.e. all ions exhibit the same broadened spectrum) and inhomogeneous broadening
(i.e. ions in different locations of the glass exhibit different spectra) determine the shape of this
spectrum and this occurrence will be discussed later in this report. 71
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E2
E1

980 nm

1.5 µm

E0
Figure 15. The three level pumping scheme that an EDFA utilizes to produce spontaneous and
stimulated emission. 980 nm light excites the electron to E2 where they quickly relax to E1. From
there the stored energy is released as a broadband spectrum at ~1.5 µm.
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Figure 16. The blue trace shows the spontaneous emission spectrum produced by the EDFA
used in our experiment. The red trace shows lasing action from the amplifier at ~1565 nm when
the EDFA’s output is also used to seed the amplifier. The green trace shows that if a tunable 1
nm BPF is placed in this loop, one can modify the wavelength at which lasing occurs. All spectra
were

recorded

using

an

optical
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spectrum

analyzer.

Quin 73 used rate equations to model the behaviour of the EDFA population as it
undergoes spontaneous and stimulated emission, pumping, and absorption. The rate equations for
E0, E1 and E2 are shown in equation 2.1.1, 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 respectively.
dN 0 N1
=
+ Ws ( N1 − N 0 ) − W p ( N 0 − N 2 )
dt
τ 10
dN1 N 2 N1
=
−
− Ws ( N1 − N 0 )
dt
τ 21 τ 10
dN 2
N
= − 2 + Wp ( N0 − N 2 )
dt
τ 21

2.1.1
2.1.2
2.1.3

Equation 3.1.1. shows that the population (N0) on state E0 is increased by spontaneous emission
from E1 with a time constant, τ10 as well as stimulated emission from E1 in dependence on both
the difference in population and the seed power WS.at 1.5 µm. The population in E0 is decreased
by pumping to E2 - again a process that depends on the population differences between the
respective levels as well as the pump power Wp at 980 nm. Similarly, N1 is increased by
spontaneous emission from E2 with a time constant τ21 and is decreased both by spontaneous
emission to the ground state, E0, as well as by the desired stimulated emission process (eq 3.1.2.).
Finally, fast non-radiative transitions from E2 to E1 are responsible for a depopulation of N2, a
level populated, of course, by pumping at a rate Wp, that depends on the pump photon flux. 73
As mentioned earlier, a population inversion must be obtained for the amplifier to
produce gain (i.e N1>N0), the extent of the population inversion is expressed by the population
inversion factor, nsp, in Equation 2.1.4.
nsp =

N1
N1 − N 0

σa
σe
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≡

N1
N1 − N 0

2.1.4

σa and σe are the absorption and emission cross-sections between states 1 and 0 respectively, but

since

dN 0
σa
≈ 1 we can approximate the expression. Under steady state conditions,
= 0 thus
dt
σe

we write
N1

τ 10

+ Ws ( N1 − N 0 ) − W p ( N 0 − N 2 ) = 0

2.1.5

Since the relaxation from N2 to N1 happens extremely fast we will consider it an immediate
process for the remainder of these calculations; thus the population N2 is in thermal equilibrium
with N1 and can be obtained by the Boltzmann distribution.

N 2 = N 1 exp{− (E 2 − E1 ) / kT } = βN 1

2.1.6

Finally, by inserting equation 2.1.6 into equation 2.1.5, we can write nsp as

W pτ 10 + Wsτ 10
N1
2.1.7
=
N1 − N 0 (1 − β )W pτ 10 − 1
According to equation 2.1.7, a full population inversion occurs when nsp is equal to one. In our
nsp =

experiment Er3+ is pumped with 980 nm light since, under the conditions of strong pumping
(Wpτ10>>1) and a small signal (Ws = 2.5 × 10−5 W), 980 nm pumping can reach nsp = 1, whereas at
1480 nm nsp < 1.6. 73
2.1.2 The Shape of the Spontaneous Emission Spectrum

The shape of the emission spectrum (the blue curve in Figure 16) varies moderately from
EDFA to EDFA, since it is closely related to the fiber composition, the addition of any codopants, and the local structure around the erbium ions. For a given EDFA it also depends on the
pump wavelength and pump power. Most of the spectrum is inhomogenously broadened because
of site-to-site variation of rare earth ions (RE3+) in the glass.

74

In an ideal system, the Er3+ ions

would be homogenously distributed in the host glass and fully coordinated to the silicon dioxide.
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In reality, silica is a poor host for most RE3+, which causes clustering of the erbium ions at
distances of a few Ångstroms and allows them to interact over large distances of about 20-100
Ångstroms. 75

Homogenous broadening occurs from the ions interacting with the phonons of

the glass; whereas inhomogeneous broadening results from Er-Er interactions, and incomplete
coordination of the erbium ions to oxygen atoms. The different sites expose the ions to different
electric fields, which shifts and splits the energy levels – this phenomenon is known as the Stark
effect. The ground state, J = 15/2, is split into 8 sublevels and the first excited state, J = 13/2, is
split into 7 sublevels; the transitions from these two shifted and split states are what are partly
responsible for the inhomogeneously broadened part of the spectrum. To increase the
coordination of Er3+ to oxygen atoms and reduce erbium clustering, most EDFAs are doped with
erbium dioxide, which introduces non-bridging oxygen (NBO) atoms.

76

Still, the number of

NBOs that come with erbium dioxide is insufficient for erbium ions to be homogenously
distributed; thus the Er3+ form clusters to share their oxygen coordination.

76

Moreover, studies

have shown that sodium silicate glasses, which have a more open network structure, allow
erbium ions to obtain higher coordination numbers.

74,77

As well, co-doping with alumina or

phosphorus reduces the Er-Er interactions by forming solvation shells around the Er3+.
Figure 16 shows that our EDFA has quite a broad spontaneous emission spectrum. It is
likely that this is because it is one of the earlier models; however we cannot confirm the type of
fibers used and the presence of any co-dopants since all of the spec sheets have been lost by the
manufacturer.
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2.2 Background relating to Hollow-Core Photonic Band-gap Fibers
2.2.1 Overview

Conventional optical fibers guide light through total internal reflection. In a multimode
fiber, the solid core has a higher refractive index than the cladding (Figure 17). Light reflects at

n 
an angle, θ, which is greater than the critical angle, θc, where θ c = arcsin  2  and is completely
 n1 
conserved – any loss in the light intensity is due to absorption or scattering from the waveguide
material. While these fibers exhibit very low optical loss (3dB = 50% over a distance of 5 km),
they are not the only option for guiding light. Interference phenomena can be used to guide light
in a low refractive index medium; these waveguides have large potential especially for chemical
sensing and spectroscopy but are also considered for low loss transmission of UV light. For
example, anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguides (ARROW) are designs that consist of
precisely manufactured dielectric coatings of alternating refractive indices.

78

These layers form

a Fabry-Perot cavity in the vertical (transverse) direction, trapping the light inside the tube, and
allowing single-mode propagation along the length of the ARROW. In 1999 Cregan and coworkers

79

developed a hollow-core (HC) single-mode waveguide that also uses Bragg

interference to guide light in certain well defined wavelength bands (Figure 18). A fully twodimensional photonic band gap (PBG) acts as the cladding, while the core of the waveguide is an
open capillary containing a low refractive index medium such as air. To guide light successfully,
the cladding must be a near perfect array of air holes with a small pitch. One can explain the
differences in light guiding mechanisms between these fibers in terms of the wave propagation
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constant, γ, which determines if the light propagates or is evanescent in any part of the
waveguide – it is described as the ratio of the amplitude of the light at its source to its amplitude
at distance x (Equation 2.2.1). γ is comprised of an attenuation constant, δ, and a phase constant,

κ, as shown in Equation 2.2.2. The attenuation constant represents the decrease in an
electromagnetic wave’s intensity when traveling through a medium per unit of distance from the
source; this relationship is shown in Equation 2.2.3. The phase constant is the imaginary part of γ
and it describes the change in phase per meter along the path traveled by the wave at any
instance in time – it is measured in units of radians per meter and is equal to the angular
wavenumber of the wave (Equation 2.2.4) 79

Ao
= exp(γx )
Ax

2.2.1

γ = δ + iκ

2.2.2

Ao
= exp(δx )
Ax

κ=

2π

λ

2.2.3

2.2.4

If γ is smaller than the vacuum wave number, k, multiplied by the refractive index of the
material, n, then γ = kn cos θ ; if γ > kn, θ is imaginary and the light is evanescent. In a traditional
single mode fiber, light propagates between kn1 and kn2 thus kn 2 < γ < kn1 ; conversely, in a HC
PBG γ < kn 2 since the light is traveling in all sub regions of the fiber and interfering with itself
constructively to maintain the core light intensity. Although the transmission in HC PBGs is
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limited by the same factors that affect solid core optical fibers (absorption, Rayleigh scattering,
bending losses, confinement losses, and variations in the fiber structure), one can theoretically
minimize these losses better than a conventional fiber, since scattering and absorption is reduced
simply because the mode volume is largely located in the hollow core.

80,81

While this is

theoretically accurate, HC PBGs still have higher losses than conventional fibers because of
variations in the fiber structure along its length, and from coupling of light from the air to
confined surface modes on the glass. 80,82

Figure 17. Light being guided in an optical fiber through total internal reflection, where n1 > n2
and kn 2 < γ < kn1 .
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Figure 18. A cross-section of a hollow-core photonic band-gap fiber that guides light through
the air filled core by periodic constructive interference of the light in the cladding. n1 > n2
Adapted from Cregan et al.79
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Types of HC PBGs

HC PBGs come in a variety of optical designs depending on the manufacturer and peak
transmission of the fiber. In addition to the fiber used in the current experimental setup, NKT
Photonics manufactures HC PBGs in the visible spectral range at 440, 532, 580 and 633 nm; in
the 800 and 1060 nm range, and in the 2000 nm range. A variety of different types are produced
for operation near 1550 nm. In general, the near IR and 800 nm fibers have a central hole
diameter of ~ 10.0 ± 0.5 µm, a pitch of ~ 4.0 ± 0.2 µm, with losses of <15-20 dB/km at their
central wavelengths – microstructured region diameters range from 70-76 µm at 1550 nm, 50 µm
at 1060 nm and 40 µm at 800 nm. The HC PBGs operating at 2000 nm have core diameters of
approximately 14.5 ± 0.5 µm, microstructured region diameters of 90 µm and have comparable
losses of <20 dB/km. Alternatively, the properties of the HC PBGs operating in the visible range
differ from fiber to fiber. At shorter wavelengths the core and “holey” region diameter are
reduced (i.e. ~ 4.0 ± 0.5 µm and ~18-37 µm respectively) and the losses are significantly
increased (i.e. <2000 dB/km at 440 and 532 nm, <1000 dB at 580 and 633 nm). Finally, at 1550
nm HC PBGs are available with enlarged core diameters of ~ 20 ± 2 µm and losses of <10
dB/km, as well as polarization maintaining fibers with core diameters of 11.8 ± 0.3 µm with
losses of <25 dB/km – their pitch and holey region diameters are the same as the aforementioned
HC PBGs that operate at 1550 nm. In addition to NKT, Corning also produces HC PBGs under
the category of specialty fibers at wavelengths of 1060, 1300 and 1550 nm with core diameters
of 8.5, 11.4 and 12.5 µm respectively and attenuations of <100 dB/km.
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2.3 Background of Acetylene
The overtone spectrum of acetylene lies in the telecommunication C-band (1530 -1565
nm) and plays an important role in the frequency calibration of many telecom light sources.
Some devices even contain small acetylene gas cells and perform automated calibration routines
– for example acetylene stabilized diode lasers use the rotational and vibrational transitions
between 6493.5-6622.5 cm-1 for 12C2H2 and 6451.6-6578.9 cm-1 for 13C2H2 to establish working
optical frequency standards. Frequency standards are obtained by locking the laser to an external
optical cavity containing acetylene and the cavity is then locked to the Doppler-free acetylene
signal by modulating the mirror positions.
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Acetylene, 1H12C=12C1H, is especially useful for

frequency calibration since it has no hyperfine structure on the ν1+ν3 combination band, and
consequently there is only one peak within each Doppler broadened transition.

2.3.1 The Ro-Vibrational Acetylene Spectrum
Acetylene, C2H2, is a linear molecule with D∞h symmetry and seven vibrational modes
(Table 1). The three high-frequency modes are the symmetric C-H and C-C stretches (ν1 and ν2)
and the C-H asymmetric stretch (ν3). The remaining two modes are the doubly degenerate
symmetric and asymmetric bends (ν4 and ν5).
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Description
Symmetric C-H Stretch

Symmetry

Normal Mode

H

Symmetric C-C Stretch

H

Asymmetric C-H Stretch

H

C

C

C

C

C

C

Position
3476 cm-1

H

H

H

2181 cm-1
3423 cm-1
929 cm-1

Symmetric Bend

H

C

C

H
805 cm-1

Asymmetric Bend

H

C

C

H

Table 1. Fundamental vibrational modes of acetylene. The arrows in the diagram refer to the
most significant motions of the molecule. Adapted from Steinfeld, p. 245-248
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In a normal vibrational mode all the atoms oscillate in phase and with the same
frequency, and the vibrational motion of the molecule as a whole is described as a linear
combination of these individual modes.
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The low-lying vibrational transitions of acetylene

follow the selection rules for the harmonic oscillator (i.e. ∆v = ± 1), however it should be noted
that anharmonicity in the potential well allows for other transitions to occur. 85 The fundamental
bands in a spectrum result from transitions from the ground state to the first excited state of a
normal mode; overtone bands result from transitions from the ground state to the second (or
higher) vibrationally excited state (∆v > ± 1); combination bands result from one photon exciting
two vibrational modes simultaneously. Finally, hot bands arise from transitions from one excited
vibrational state to another, i.e. they follow the ∆v = ± 1 selection rule. In our experiments we
recorded a portion of the ν1+ν3 acetylene combination band. The spectrum that we will discuss
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arises from photons in the near-IR region exciting electrons from the ground state of the ν1 and
ν3 modes to their first excited state.

For a rigid linear molecule with no net orbital and spin angular momentum, the classical
kinetic energy is equal to the square of the total angular momentum, J, (exclusive of nuclear
spin) divided by two times the moment of inertia, I (Equation 2.3.1). 86
J2
2.3.1
2I
For a rigid rotor in free space there is no potential energy and the Hamiltonian operator only
Ek =

Jˆ 2
. Schrödinger’s equation is therefore:
contains the kinetic energy term: Hˆ =
2I
Jˆ 2ψ MJ J ( J + 1) h 2ψ MJ
2.3.2
=
= BJ ( J + 1)ψ MJ
2I
2I
The energy eigenvalues are determined from the properties of the rotational wavefunctions, ψMJ,

(spherical harmonic functions) and the rotational energy levels, F(J) are quantized as B J(J+1)
(Equation 2.3.4), where J is the rotational (angular momentum) quantum number and B is the
rotational constant

B=

h

( Hz )
8π 2 I
h
B = 2 × 10−2 (cm −1 )
8π cI
h2
B=
( joules )
2I
F ( J ) = BJ ( J + 1)
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2.3.3

2.3.4

The selection rules for a rigid rotor molecule are ∆M = ±0, 1 and ∆J = ±1, however the molecule
must have a permanent dipole moment, µo, in order for any transitions to occur. Acetylene does
not have a permanent dipole moment; therefore, it does not have a pure rotational spectrum.
Abiding by the selection rules, the rotational transition frequencies for linear molecules
are equal to:

ν J +1← J = F ( J ') − F ( J '')
= B( J + 1)( J + 2) − BJ ( J + 1)

2.3.5

= 2 B( J + 1)
where each absorption line is separated by multiples of 2B. 86
Moreover, the rigid rotor approximation does not take the effects of centrifugal distortion
and vibrational coupling when determining the energy of the rotational transitions. Centrifugal
distortion is accounted for by adding D, the centrifugal distortion constant, into Equation 2.3.4,
F ( J ) = BJ ( J + 1) − D [ J ( J + 1) ]

2

2.3.6

where,
D=

4 Be2

ωe2

2.3.7

ωe is the equilibrium vibrational frequency and Be is the equilibrium rotational constant.
Furthermore, the rotational constant also depends on the vibrational and electronic state.
Vibrations affect rotational transitions since they can change the molecule’s moment of
inertia. As one can see in Equation 2.3.3, B is dependent upon I, which depends on r, thus one
must take vibrational coupling into account when calculating rotational transitions.
For a linear polyatomic and/or diatomic molecule, whose vibrational energy levels are modeled
by an anharmonic oscillator, the average internuclear separation r of the atoms increase at
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higher vibrational levels, v, thus each vibrational level has its own rotational constant, Bv, and
centrifugal distortion constant, Dv.

Bv =

h2

1
8π µ r 2

2.3.8

2

So,
2

1
1


Bv = Be − α e  v +  + γ e  v +  + ...
2
2



2.3.9

and

1

2.3.10
Dv = De + β e  v +  + ...
2

The rotational energy for a particular vibrational level v is now written as shown in Equation

2.3.11. 86
Fv ( J ) = Bv J ( J + 1) − Dv [ J ( J + 1) ] + ...
2

2.3.11

The selection rules for ro-vibrational transitions are a combination of the vibrational and
rotational selection rules. For a harmonic-oscillator rigid-rotor molecule they are simply, ∆v = ±1
and ∆J = ±1. For acetylene and other linear molecules with X 1Σ + symmetry, the rovibrational
transitions form P and R branches, but lack a Q-branch. The R-branch is made up of ∆J = +1
transitions and the P-branch lines of ∆J = -1 transitions. Ignoring centrifugal distortion, the line
positions for R and P transitions are given by:
vR ( v ', J + 1 ← v '', J ) = v0 + 2 B '+ ( 3B '− B '' ) J + ( B '− B '' ) J 2
vP ( v ', J − 1 ← v '' J ) = v0 − ( B '+ B '' ) J + ( B '− B '' ) J 2

2.3.12

where v0 is the band origin, as defined in Equation 2.3.13.

'( = )'  − )'”
where
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2.3.13

 .



 .

)' = !, -' + / − !, 0, -' + / + !, 1, -' + / + ⋯
.

.

.

As mentioned earlier, some vibrations change the molecule’s moment of inertia, thus it is
possible for a molecule that does not have a permanent dipole moment (i.e. acetylene) to have rovibrational transitions. The molecular axis of acetylene lies along the z coordinate (Figure 19) so
the transition dipole moment is parallel (µz) for stretching modes (i.e. Σ − Σ transitions) and
perpendicular (µx and µy) for bending modes (i.e Π − Σ transitions). One can see in Table 1 that
ν3 and ν5 are the only IR active fundamental modes because of their u (ungerade = odd)
symmetry. This may be best understood when considering that allowed vibrational transitions
require that the integral 〈v’|µ|v”〉 has to have gerade symmetry, i.e. with a transition dipole
moment which is ungerade by definition, the allowed transitions must obey the u↔g selection
rule. 86

x

H

C

C

H

z

y
Figure 19. The molecular axis of acetylene, lying along the z coordinate.
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2.3.2 Nuclear Spin Statistics of Acetylene
The dominant isotopomer of acetylene consists of 1H and
nuclear spins, I, of ½ and 0. Since

12

12

C, which have respective

C has a nuclear spin of 0 the molecule exhibits the same

nuclear spin statistics as 1H2, the major difference being that acetylene’s rotational levels are
more closely spaced. The total wavefunction of this D∞h molecule can be separated into
electronic, vibrational, rotational and nuclear spin components (Equation 4.1.14). For D∞h linear
molecules I = n +

1
where I is the nuclear spin and n is any integer or zero. Molecules with half
2

integer nuclear spins are Fermions, thus exchanging any two nuclei that are equidistant from the
centre of the molecule changes the sign of the total wavefunction.

ψ total = ψ eψ vψ rψ ns

2.3.14

Conversely, if I is a full integer value (i.e. I = n) then it is a boson and the total wavefunction is
symmetric to nuclear exchange (i.e. ψtotal does not change sign). In the case of acetylene, where

ψe and ψv are in their ground states and symmetric to nuclear exchange, one must only consider
the antisymmetric behaviour of ψr and ψns. For even values of the rotational quantum number, J,

ψr is symmetric to exchange and for its odd values ψr is antisymmetric.
Equation 2.3.15 shows the magnitude of the angular momentum due to nuclear spin;
since 1H has I = ½, its quantum number, MI, is either equal to ½ or – ½. The nuclear spin
wavefunction is written as α or β, α corresponding to MI = ½ and β to MI = - ½. To differentiate
between the two 1H nuclei they are labeled as 1 & 2 and can have either α or β nuclear spin
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wavefunctions. Equation 2.3.16 shows the four possible forms of ψns for the molecule – it is
apparent that three are symmetric and one is asymmetric to nuclear exchange.
1

PI = [ I ( I + 1) 2 ]h

2.3.15

Symmetric
64444
744448
α (1)α (2)
1

ψ ns = 2 2 [α (1) β ( 2) + β (1)α ( 2)]
β (1) β ( 2)

2.3.16

6444Asymmetric
474444
8
1
2

ψ ns = 2 [α (1) β (1) − β (1)α (2)]
In order for the nuclear exchange to be antisymmetric, the positive J values must be paired with
the antisymmetric nuclear spin wavefunction and the negative J values are paired with the
symmetric nuclear spin wavefunctions.
In other words, since there are three times as many symmetric spin wavefunctions, the
antisymmetric rovibrational wavefunctions have a three-fold higher statistical weight compared
to the symmetric rovibrational wavefunctions. Thereafter, it should be noted that the symmetry
of the pure vibrational wavefunction is ungerade (odd) for the v=0 ground state and gerade
(even) for the excited state of the combination band. As mentioned earlier, a change in the u/g
symmetry of the vibrational wavefunction is imperative to induce a transition dipole moment
such that combination band is IR active.
The selection rules for transitions from either odd or even-J rotational levels are given by ∆J =
±1. Considering the symmetry selection rules for the vibrational transition itself (u↔g and g↔u)
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and the rovibrational transition including spin (a↔a, s↔s) it also is apparent that the spin states
change as (+ ↔ - and - ↔ +). 86
Figure 20 shows the allowed J transitions that would occur on the ν3 fundamental mode
and Figure 21 shows a portion of the ν1+ν3 acetylene combination band where one can see the
influence of nuclear spin statistics on the P- and R-band transitions.
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Figure 20. ν3 fundamental mode P and R branch transitions. Selection rules of ∆J=±1, +↔-,
a↔a, and s↔s are maintained.
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Figure 21. The P and R branches of the acetylene ν1+ ν3 combination band at 298 K, adapted
from the HITRAN database.
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One can see the effect of nuclear spin statistics on the even-J P

and R branch transitions, which are three times less intense than the odd-J P and R transitions.
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2.4 Background of Ammonia
Ammonia is a hazardous (i.e. Workplace exposure limit: 25 ppm time weighted average
in an 8 hour work shift) and widely used gas in the fertilization and refrigeration industries.
Additionally, it is used to remove NOx produced from postcombustion gases and SO2 that is
created from burning fossil fuels; it is an anti-microbial agent for food products. As a result of its
many applications ammonia is one of the most highly produced inorganic chemicals;
nevertheless it is caustic and hazardous in nature and in industrial settings its concentration must
be monitored. Ideally ammonia should be monitored in situ rather than along sampling lines
where the sensor’s ability to track transients can be hindered by salts formed by reactions
between NH3 and other flue gas constituents; ammonia decomposing in the sampling probes; and
long gas transport times. FLRDS offers a sensitive and low cost solution for ammonia in situ
monitoring in the near-IR region where some fairly intense and water-free rotational transitions
on the ν1 + ν3 combination band and 2ν3 overtone are found.

88

More so, the ability to detect

ammonia in small volumes has a variety of biological applications. Neurochemical processes
produce extracellular ammonia in submicromolar levels.89,90 At the present time fiber optic probe
type sensors and flow-through fiber optic sensors are used to detect the ammonia in these
processes by single pass absorption spectroscopy after it reacts with an indicator dye to in the
following manner: NH3 + HIn  NH4+ + In-.89 Rather than sensing ammonia directly, the
nonprotenated form of the indicator is detected. While the current flow-through systems are
advantageous to the probe-type sensor configurations since they do away with the fragile tips and
need for frequent calibration, they still use relatively large sample volumes (100 µL).90 Chapter 3
of this report presents a fiber sensor interface with a 5.65 pL interrogation volume – this would
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allow for higher concentrations of ammonia to be collected and detected without the use of an
indicator by FLRDS, thus removing the need for instrument calibration and making routine
operation easier.
Furthermore, there have been recent endeavours to detect ammonia in small volumes in
the gas phase for breath analysis.91,92 It has been shown that patients with disturbed urea balance
from kidney disorder and who suffer from Helicobacter Pylori bacterial stomach infections can
exhale up to several hundred ppm of ammonia.92 CRD apparatuses present themselves as useful
sensors since they can be selective to ammonia rather than the more prevalent oxygen and carbon
dioxide lines.91 In this report two types of small volume gas interfaces will be discussed – a gas
cell and a hollow-core photonic band gap fiber. These fiber CRD interfaces provide a low cost
alternative to the mirror based interfaces that have been previously developed and may further be
applied to the study the breath of small creatures. 93
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2.4.1 Ammonia Ro-Vibrational Transitions
Ammonia is described by the C3v symmetry group and has six fundamental vibrational
modes, two of which are degenerate (Table 3). ν1 is the doubly degenerate asymmetric stretch ν2
is the symmetric stretch, ν3 is the doubly degenerate bending mode, and ν4 is the deformation
mode.
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Mode

DescriptionCharacter Type Normal Mode

ν1 Asymmetric Stretch E

Position
3464 cm-1

N

H

H
H

N

H

H
H

ν2 Symmetric Stretch A1

3534 cm-1

N

H

H

ν3

Bend

E

1765 cm-1

H
N

H

H
Top View
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Mode

DescriptionCharacter Type Normal Mode

Position

H
N

H

H
Top View

ν4

Deformation

A1

1139 cm-1

N

H

H
H

Table 2. Fundamental vibrational modes of ammonia. The arrows in the diagram refer to the
most

significant

motions

of

the

molecule.
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Adapted

from

Kiprof.
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In the near IR region ammonia has a very dense spectrum, due to numerous overtone and
combination bands. Between 1450-1560 nm (i.e. ~6400–6900 cm-1) Lundsberg-Nielsen et al.

95

identified 1710 absorption lines and assigned 381 of them to rovibrational transitions of the 2ν3
overtone and ν1+ν3 combination band. Later, Webber et al.
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determined which lines have the

least interference with the water absorption spectrum and would be most suitable for monitoring
ammonia. We have chosen to look at the lines in the region of ~6528.7 – 6529.3 cm-1 (i.e.
~1531.558 – 1531.699 nm) since they are relatively intense transitions that fall within the range
of our BPF, and are free of overlap with any water lines (Figure 22). 88,95
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Ammonia ν1-ν3 combination band and 2ν3 overtone transitions
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Figure 22. The assigned, unassigned and calculated 2ν3 and ν1+ν3 transitions for ammonia. The
assigned lines, a and b, have asymmetric and symmetric nuclear symmetry, respectively.

As mentioned earlier, B is dependent upon I, which has three principal axes: Ic, Ib and Ia. Where
c the axis about which I has its maximum value, a is the axis about which it has a minimum

value (they lie perpendicular to one another) and b is the axis perpendicular to the both c and a.
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Equation 2.4.1 shows that in a linear molecule there is only one value for I, thus the term values,
F(J), are only dependent upon one set of rotational quantum numbers, J.

3 = 4 > 6 = 0

2.4.1

On the other hand, oblate symmetric rotors like ammonia have two I values since

3 > 4 = 6

2.4.2

Thus the rotational quantum number J corresponds to Ic, and the rotational quantum number K
corresponds to Ia and Ib – thereby making it doubly degenerate with respect to the clockwise or
anticlockwise rotation about the a or b axes. When K=0 it is not degenerate since there is no
angular momentum about the a or b axes. Equation 2.4.3 gives the rotational terms values for
ammonia.

78, : = ;88 + 1 + < − ;: .
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2.4.3

2.4.2 Determining the partial pressure of Ammonia in an ammonium hydroxide solution

The experiments that required ammonia were conducted by bubbling helium through
different concentrations of ammonium hydroxide (i.e. different percent weights of ammonia
dissolved in water). By interpolating and extrapolating the results collected by Perman,
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who

measured the partial pressures of ammonia and water in different aqueous ammonia solutions at
temperatures ranging from 0 – 60 oC, we were able to determine the concentrations of gaseous
ammonia swept through the gas cell. Perman’s results can be seen in Table 1. An alternative
method for determining the ammonia partial pressures would be to calculate them using Henry’s
Law (Equation 2.2.1), which assumes a linear relationship between the concentration of the gas
dissolved in water and its vapour pressure with respect to Henry’s law constant, kH. kH is a
function of the temperature, the solute and the solvent – it is experimentally determined and its
values for different gases can be found on the NIST chemistry webbook.

p = kH c

2.2.1

When plotted, Perman’s results show that the vapour pressure of ammonia does not
increase linearly with respect to its concentration in solution; rather the relationship can be fitted
using a second-order polynomial. This phenomenon is due to the formation of hydrogen bonds
between the water and ammonia molecules, which limits the amount of ammonia vapour at
lower ammonia concentrations.

At 19.9°C
% wt NH3

O

3
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Table 3. Experimental values of partial pressures (pp) of ammonia and water (in units of Torr)
with respect to the percent weight of ammonia dissolved in water at 19.9oC. Adapted from
Perman. 96
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Chapter 3
Experimental

This chapter will describe the experimental setup as a whole and take a more detailed
look at the individual sensor interfaces – their construction and the computer programs used for
data acquisition.

3.1 Experimental Overview
In 2001 Stewart and Culshaw explored the properties of an amplified fiber loop ringdown setup.

47

Their setup was based on a modified fiber ring laser that was operated below the

lasing threshold, i.e. instead of a loop gain the fiber ring cavity exhibited a gradual ring-down
time of τ = 2.6 µs, and with an improved setup 10 ± 2 µs.

47,66

This setup can be seen in Figure

13, where a narrow tunable bandpass filter is used to select the output wavelength of the EDFA
and a variable attenuator is used to control the amount of gain in the loop. In this first paper,
they note that the instability of the system due to gain fluctuations can be solved in one of two
ways. The first method was the one that they pursued; the gain of the loop was set above the
lasing threshold at a wavelength set by a bandpass filter, and the laser loop was seeded by a
probe laser tuned to a slightly different wavelength within the pass band of the bandpass filter.
Since the gain is clamped by the amplified spontaneous emission, the loop cavity rings down at a
slightly different seed laser wavelength. 66 The second method proposed the construction of two
nested loops that share the same EDFA gain medium; one loop acted as the gain stabilization
loop, in which gain clamping was again achieved through laser action, and the other loop, which
may be equipped with a sample cell, could be used for ring-down measurements (Figure 23).
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Balancing the gain such that the ring-down loop operates just below the lasing threshold will
compensate for all intrinsic losses; thus, all recorded losses will be due to sample absorption.
While this setup appeared theoretically sound, in practice Stewart, Culshaw and coworkers found
that balancing the stabilization loop above the lasing threshold with the ring-down loop just
below threshold was not a trivial matter; therefore their project was abandoned. 66

Figure 23. Gain stabilization using a secondary lasing loop. Reproduced from Stewart et al. 47
Upon the commencement of my graduate studies we revisited Stewart et al.’s nested loop
setup (Figures 24 and 25). Like their original proposal, we used a variable optical attenuator to
modify the balance in gain between the two loops by increasing or decreasing the amount of loss
in the inner loop. Two tunable narrow band-pass filters (Newport TBF-1550-1.0) were used to
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prevent cross-talk between the two loops with the outer one set to the same wavelength as the
tunable diode laser (TDL) (Ando AQ 4320 D). On average, to achieve maximum amplification
of the laser light, the EDFA (Keopsys, model number OI-BT-C-18-Sd-B-GP-FA), was pumped
at 0.55 A (maximum 0.60 A). The light from the inner loop, outer loop and TDL were coupled
out to an optical spectrum analyzer (OSA) (Anritsu Model MS9710C) so that the relative
intensity of the signals could be monitored as well as their respective wavelengths. We
performed experiments by modulating the intensity of the TDL intensity with its “internal chop”
setting and by splitting the detector signal to both a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems
SR830) and an oscilloscope – this allowed for both time and frequency domain experiments to
be conducted. Moreover, we recorded φo by disconnecting the fc connector that joined the 95/5
coupler after the detector to the sensor interface. Finally, at ~1530-1540 nm the BPF exhibits
substantial polarization sensitive losses, a polarization controller (Thorlabs FPC030) was
inserted in the outer loop to rectify any birefringence induced by the 50/50 coupler.
This setup originally contained a 6 cm gas cell enclosed around the two graded-index
(GRIN) rod lenses that were mounted on an x-y-z-translation stage. Subsequently, we replaced
the gas cell with a photonic band-gap fiber to perform gas phase measurements in a smaller
volume with an increased path length. Later this was replaced by a fiber with a hole drilled in it
for the detection of liquids in pico-liter volumes.
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Figure 24. The amplified two loop setup. The inner-loop is clamped to its gain threshold, while
the outer –loop is used for sample measurements and operates just below its gain threshold.
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Figure 25. A photo of the experimental setup.
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3.2 The Gas Cell
As previously stated, the gas cell was constructed around two fibers with GRIN lenses on
an x- y-z-translation stage. Initially we tried to couple light across a ~1 cm gap using fibers with
microlenses, similar to those used by Li et al. on a 30 µm gap, 65 however the transmission across
the gap was too small at this larger distance. Fibers with GRIN lenses were then used because of
their ability to collimate light from one fiber to the other over centimeter-long distances (Figure
26). 97 Unlike a confocal arrangement, for which the gap between the fibers is fixed at a distance
that is identical to the lenses’ focal distances, the refractive index of the GRIN lens varies – this
bends the light exiting the fiber at different trajectories such that they rays are largely parallel to
one another – thus allowing for a wider separation between the fibers. To reduce the sample gap
losses, lateral offsets in the x and y directions were minimized and the stage was manually
adjusted to remove any angular tilt. Finally, the fibers were set 6 cm apart and encased in a gas
cell.
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a

b

c
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Figure 26. (a) side and (b) top view of the stage. The left platform is mobile in the x, y and z
directions and can be adjusted using the three micrometer screws. (c) Photo of the 6 cm gas cell
encasing the two fiber ends.

In chapter 4, experiments are described that measured the intensity and lineshape of
transitions on the acetylene and ammonia ν1+ν3 combination bands as well as lines on the
ammonia 2ν3 overtone. We used a gas cylinder containing a mixture of 1000 ppm of acetylene in
helium as our acetylene source (PRAXAIR, 1000 ppm C2H2 in He, non-certified standard grade),
and used a flow meter to dilute the gas down to the desired concentrations. On the other hand, we
obtained gaseous ammonia by bubbling helium through different concentrations of ammonium
hydroxide and used Perman’s experimental results to check our vapour pressures (see section
2.4.2). The ammonium hydroxide used was from Sigma-Aldrich, ACS reagent grade, with 28.030.0 % NH3 by weight.
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3.3 Hollow-Core Photonic Band-Gap Fibers as Gas Sensors
HC PBG Fibers are naturally air- or gas-filled optical waveguides, thus they can also be
filled with analyte gases and be used to conduct spectroscopy of e.g. acetylene, hydrogen
cyanide, 98 ammonia 99 and methane. 100 These gases have absorption features in the wavelength
regions of commercial HC PBG fibers.
Implementing HC PBGs as a gas cell in any fiber optic sensing device faces the
challenges of efficiently coupling light into the HC PBG from the delivery fibers, as well as
filling the fiber with gas to a desired pressure.

101

In general, this is done by using optics to

couple light from one type of fiber to the other, or by splicing the two together.

102,103

If a

good splice is achieved (i.e. <1 dB loss) one can be assured that light will be efficiently coupled
into the HC PBG; on the other hand, it is very difficult to properly splice a single-mode fiber to a
HC PBG fiber. Most importantly, the HC PBG can only be filled once and to a single pressure
with little precision.
In the experiment described in chapter 4 we constructed a gas cell with 60 cm of HC1550-04 PCF from NKT Photonics (core diameter of 10.6 ± 0.3 µm, pitch of 4.1 ± 0.1 µm, and
center wavelength of 1535 ± 5 nm). Our interface is modeled after the one presented by Feurer
and coworkers in 2010 101 where both the traditional SM fiber and the HC PBG were sealed in a
polished fiber optic ferrule. Much like an fc connecter, the two fibers were aligned and held
together by a split ceramic sleeve. The interface was then confined within a gas tight adaptor,
which was attached to a pump, a pressure gauge and a gas inlet flow tube.
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Figure 27. A photograph of the HC PBG used as the gas-sensing device in the current setup.
Core diameter of 10.6 ± 0.3 µm, pitch of 4.1 ± 0.2 µm, centre hole diameter of 76 µm, cladding
diameter of 121 ± 2 µm, coating diameter of 220 ± 50 µm and a transmission maximum centered
around 1535 ± 5 nm.

Ferrule
HC PBG

Gas Tight Adaptor
Figure 28. HC PBG – SM fiber interface modeled after the one used by Feurer and coworkers. 101
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3.4 Fiber with a Hole
The third sensor interface was a single mode fiber with a hole drilled in it (Figure 29) –
this was made by researchers at the Institute National d'Optique (INO, Quebec, QC) using laserdrilling with a pulsed CO2 laser. The hole has a diameter of ~30 µm and the interrogation volume
is calculated as 5.65 pL. 104

Figure 29. A single mode fiber with a hole drilled in it, supplied by INO. The fiber has a
calculated interrogation volume of ~5.65 pL.

Measurements were originally taken by taping the highly delicate fiber onto a watch glass and
submerging the hole in different solvents. Thereafter, we placed the sensor in a Teflon trough
with grooves down the sides so the fiber could lay flat while being submerged in liquid (Figure
30).
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c

Figure 30. (a) The fiber with a hole taped down onto a watch glass. Chemicals were poured on
top of the hole until it was completely submerged. (b) The Teflon trough with side grooves to
thread the fiber through. This interface allowed for the exchange of chemicals without having to
remove the fiber. (c) A photo of the Teflon trough.
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3.5 Measurements
The experiments in this report were conducted using LabVIEW programs that I wrote by
incorporating the data acquisition (DAQ) hardware’s LawVIEW programs – the so-called
Virtual Instruments (VI) - into larger programs that both recorded data and stepped the laser
(DAQ used – Measurement and Computing USB-1408FS). The laser was controlled via a GPIB
to USB connection - National Instruments GPIB-USB-HS, part number 778927-01). We
recorded the ring-down times by copying the time traces from the oscilloscope onto a USB stick
and fitting them with the bi-exponential decay fitting parameter found in Microcal Origin 6.0
software. Gas phase measurements
modulation frequency was set close to

were conducted using the phase shift technique: the
2π

τ

; the laser was stepped across the wavelength of the

absorption feature; 10 phase shift measurements were recorded at each wavelength step; the
lock-in amplifier was set to a time constant of 100 ms. The program used to record these results
is titled ‘single peak scans.vi.’ Its front panel allows the user to enter a file path for the collected
data to be saved to; as well there are boxes where one must enter the sampling rate per second,
the total number of samples to collect, which channel on the DAQ one is using, the starting
wavelength of the laser, the total number of wavelength steps and their step size. The program is
set up in two steps – the first one sets the wavelength of the laser and the second one acquires the
data. Initially, the laser wavelength is set to whatever the user has defined the starting
wavelength to be, and then the total number of samples is collected at the rate that is defined by
the user on the front panel. For this experiment we chose to sample 10 samples per second with
the total number of samples to collect being 10, thus one sample was collected every 100 ms.
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Thereafter, the laser wavelength is stepped by one user-defined increment and another 10
samples are collected – this loop repeats itself until the desired number of wavelength steps have
been completed.
On the other hand, liquid phase measurements were conducted at a single wavelength.
We recorded the phase shift every second over the course of 3 minutes and then averaged the
values. These measurements were conducted using the program titled ‘Pressure vs time.vi.’ This
program was initially designed to measure the pressure off the pressure gauge on the HC PBG
sensor interface and was later applied to measure the phase shift from the lock-in amplifier for
the liquid phase experiments. The front panel of this program allows one to set a file path, the
DAQ channel that is being used, the sample rate per second, the total number of samples to
collect per loop interval, and the final number of samples to collect. The sampling rate per
second and the number of samples per loop interval are both set to one, such that one sample is
collected every second. Thus to collect samples over 3 minutes, the final number of samples
must be set to 180. For these measurements the lock-in amplifier was set to a time constant of
300 ms.
Chapter 4 will discuss the experiments conducted to measure the filling time and
efficiency of the HC PBGs with acetylene gas. While these experiments were conducted using
the ‘Pressure vs time.vi’ program, the voltage being recorded was read out from the pressure
gauge rather than the lock-in amplifier. In accordance with the liquid phase experiments, the
sampling rate was set to 1 sample per second and the total running time in seconds was entered
into the front panel.
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3.6 Equipment Used

Optical Components
Tunable diode laser (Ando, AQ 4320 D) 1520-1620 nm range
Erbium doped fiber amplifier (Keopsys, OI-BT-C-18-Sd-B-GP-FA)
Optical spectrum analyzer (Anritsu, MS9710C) 600-1750 nm range
Lock-in Amplifier (Stanford Research Systems, SR830) 0.001 Hz – 102.4 kHz range
DAQ (Measurement and Computing, USB-1408FS)
GPIB-USB connector (National Instruments, GPIB-USB-HS, 778927-01)
Narrow tunable band-pass filter (Newport, TBF-1550-1.0) 3.0 dB insertion loss, 1535- 1565 nm range,
0.3 dB at 1535 nm polarization loss.
Polarization controller (Thorlabs, FPC030)
Optical Fibers (Corning, SMF 28e+) 0.19-0.20 dB/km max attenuation at 1550 nm
Hollow-core photonic bandgap fibers (NKT Photonics, HC-1550-04 PCF) 10.6 ± 0.3 µm core diameter,
4.1 ± 0.1 µm pitch, 1535 ± 5 nm center wavelength, <15 dB/km max attenuation at 1550 nm

Gases
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Acetylene gas (PRAXAIR, noncertified standard grade) 1000 ppm C2H2 in He

Liquid Phase Materials
Ammonium hydroxide (Sigma-Aldrich, ACS grade) 28.0-30.0% NH3 by weight
Benzylamine (aminotoluene), C6H5CH2NH2 (Sigma-Aldrich, 99%)

LabVIEW Programs
Single peak scans.vi – Steps the laser across a user defined wavelength range and records the
phase shift after each step.
Pressure vs time.vi – Records the voltage from the DAQ in time increments defined by the user –
this program may be used to record the phase shift during liquid phase measurements or the
pressure from a pressure gage.
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Chapter 4
Results and Discussion

In this chapter the characteristics of the optical system with respect to the three different
sensor interfaces will be discussed. Results of measurements taken with the interfaces will be
displayed and there will be a brief discussion on experimental improvements. A detailed
explanation of experimental improvements is given in Chapter 5.
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4.1 The Experimental Setup with the Gas Cell Interface
4.1.1 Optimization at 1550 nm

Upon insertion and alignment of the gas cell we were able to achieve ring-down times of
approximately 200 µs at 1550 nm (Figure 31) using time-domain measurements

Figure 31. One of the highest ring-down times obtained with the gas cell as the sensor interface.

The core of the fiber experienced a lifetime of ~204.7 µs, and the cladding had a decay time of
~20.2 µs.
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We were able to measure the loop length and round trip time of the light by looking at the
“steps” seen in Figure 32. The width of each step represents the time taken for light to make one
round trip through the outer loop until it recombines with itself. By multiplying this step time by
the speed of light in silica, we obtained the loop’s length (~155 m). The round trip time in this
setup is ~ 750 ns and with a ring-down time of ~200 µs, the effective absorption path of the setup
is 16 m (i.e. an absorption enhancement by a factor of 16/0.06 = 267) and round trip losses are
0.03 dB.

Figure 32. Ring-up trace of the outer-loop. The “steps” seen here are caused by the time it takes
for light to travel once through the loop before it can recombine with itself and increase the loop
intensity.
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4.1.2 Optimization at 1530-1535 nm

At 1530-1535 nm, where both acetylene and ammonia absorb, ring-down times of ~ 3050 µs were observed. Losses are increased by 1% (0.0174 dB) as a result of decreased
transmission through the BPF and a reduction in gain, which can be seen in the erbium gain
spectrum between 1530-1540 nm – thus the effective absorption path length is decreased to ~ 4
m. Additionally, an Allan variance plot was recorded such that the stability of the setup could be
evaluated (Figure 33). One can see that the setup is mostly stable, with a slight fluctuation that
was caused by a significant outlier (i.e. a very loud background noise caused by people in the
same lab working on a different experiment).
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Figure 33. An Allan Variance plot - this shows the stability of the setup over time. The
fluctuations in stability at t ≈ 1200 were caused by exceptionally loud noises in the lab. Thus one
can conclude that the experiment is stable under normal working conditions.
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4.1.3 Relaxation Oscillations

Stewart and co-workers noted in their single loop experiments that the probe laser
induced relaxation oscillations in the erbium when it neared coincidence with the lasing
wavelength.

66

On the other hand, they were still able to record ring-down traces since these

relaxations had a frequency of a few kilohertz and their amplitude decayed exponentially over a
period of less than a few milliseconds. The same phenomenon was observed in our experiment
when the gain in the outer loop approached the lasing threshold (Figure 34). Like Stewart et al. 66
we minimized the amplitudes of the oscillations by reducing the power of our TDL to 0.025
mW; however our time-domain traces were strongly distorted at the high gain levels needed. We
overcame this problem by measuring absorption features using the phase shift cavity ring-down
method, since the lock-in amplifier is then forced to record the phase shift only at the reference
frequency and is therefore biased against the much smaller frequency of the relaxation
oscillations. The gain in the outer loop was increased until the time trace on the oscilloscope
became convoluted with relaxation oscillations, and then we run the phase shift LabVIEW
program to record the optical loss of our sample loop. As far as we know, we are the first lab to
record spectra in the gas and liquid phase using a nested loop form of amplified fiber loop ringdown spectroscopy.
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Figure 34. A relaxation oscillation seen in the outer loop. Similar to prior experiments by Stewart

et al., the oscillation decays over a much greater period than the ring-down time. 47
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4.1.4 Detection of Acetylene

Measurements were taken with the gas cell by setting the band pass filter over a known
rotational transition taken from the HITRAN database (Figure 21). Figure 35 shows a spectrum
of the P(11)-P(15) lines at 1000 ppm. The intensities of the peaks in this graph are not to scale
with their actual intensities at ~ 298 K since the intensities of the measured transitions are a
function of the ring-down times achieved at their respective wavelengths. P(11) should have the
most intense peak but since it falls at the edge of the BPF (i.e. at the transmission minimum of
the BPF) its intensity is reduced. Conversely, the ring-down time at P(15)’s wavelength was
considerably higher than that of P(11), thus their intensities appear to be almost the same. Figure
36 (a) shows a close up of the P(13) line overlaid with a fit to a Voigt lineshape function. The
Lorentzian contribution was calculated using a pressure broadening coefficient, b, that was
experimentally determined by Arteaga et al.
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- its relationship to the Lorentzian FWHM is

shown in Equation 4.1.17 where p is the pressure. The Gaussian contribution was calculated
using Equation 4.1.18, which expresses the FWHM due to Doppler broadening as a function of
temperature, T, molar mass, M, and the central wavelength of the transition, λo. The Lorentzian
and Gaussian contributions were calculated to be ∆vL = 8.73 × 10-2 cm-1 and ∆vD = 1.573 × 10-3
cm-1 respectively.

∆v L = bp
∆v D = 7.16 × 10 −7 ×
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4.1.17
c

λo

T
M

4.1.18

Figure 36 (b) shows the same spectrum; however, that has been iteratively fit with a Voigt
lineshape. The Lorentzian contribution to this fit was ∆vL = 1.0085 × 10-1 ± 1.84 × 10-3 cm-1,
which is minimally higher than the calculated contribution. Conversely, the Gaussian
contribution, ∆vD = 2.259 × 10-2 ± 4.88 × 10-3 cm-1, is found to be an order of magnitude higher
than the calculated contribution. There are two reasons for this – the first being a slight shoulder
on the peak, which is best seen in Figure 36 (a), caused by multimode effects in what should
have been a single mode laser. The second explanation is that the collision broadening at 1
atmosphere dominates over any noticeable Doppler broadening. When the latter is the case the
peak can be fit with a Lorentzian peak rather than a Voigt one. To verify this, the peak was fit
with a Lorentzian curve and a FWHM of 0.10471 ± 7.032E-4 cm-1 and an R2 value of 0.98358
was obtained. By comparison, the Voigt fit returned an R2 value of 0.98363; thus they do not
significantly differ from one another. In order to determine which explanation is correct these
experiments could be conducted using a truly single mode laser or at lower total pressures such
that one could see exactly when pressure broadening overshadows the Doppler broadening.
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Figure 35. Spectrum of the acetylene P(11) – P(15) rotational lines on the ν1+ν3 combination

band.
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Figure 36. (a) The experimentally recorded P(13) line of acetylene at a concentration of 1000
ppm overlayed with a calculated Voigt lineshape in which ∆vL = 8.73 × 10-2 cm-1 (i.e. 2.62 GHz)
and ∆vD = 1.57 × 10-3 cm-1 (i.e. 47.2 MHz) where each contribution was calculated from
Equations 4.1.17 and 4.1.18 respectively. (b) The same experimentally recorded acetylene P(13)
line with an iteratively fit Voigt lineshape. Here ∆vL = 1.0085 × 10-1 ± 1.84 × 10-3 (i.e. 3.0255
GHz) and ∆vD = 2.259 × 10-2 ± 4.88 × 10-3 cm-1 (i.e. 677.7 MHz) was obtained by fitting.
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Finally, absorption measurements of the P(13) line at different concentrations were taken
down to pressures of 25 ppm (Figure 37). The measured detection limit of ~25 ppm is in good
agreement with the calculated detection limit of 17 ppm (i.e. three times the standard deviation
of the background noise).
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Figure 37. P(13) line taken at concentrations ranging from 1000 ppm to 17 ppm. The observed
detection limit of 25 ppm is in good agreement with the calculated detection limit of 17 ppm.
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4.1.5 Detection of Ammonia

Experiments were conducted using the same 6 cm gas cell as described above to measure
ammonia at partial pressures ranging from 78.9 Torr to 5.9 Torr (i.e. 9.41 × 104 – 7.7 × 103
ppm). We estimated a detection limit of 0.5 Torr, which is lower than the experimental detection
limit of 5.9 Torr. The spectra are shown in Figure 38. The observed spectral lines were matched
to the assigned, unassigned and calculated lines observed by Lundsberg-Nielsen et al. and
Webber et al. in Figure 39.

88,95

All of the peaks were in good agreement with the observed

transitions; however, the suspected hot line was shifted with respect to the calculated wavelength
by ~0.01 cm-1. To our knowledge this is the first observation of this transition, thus the error in
its associated wavelength may be due to theory vs. experimental accuracy.
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Figure 38. The ammonia 2ν3 and ν1+ν3 lines at partial pressures between 78.9 Torr and 5.9 Torr.
The experimental detection limit of 5.9 Torr is somewhat higher than the calculated detection
limit of 0.5 Torr.
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Figure 39. The fitted ammonia spectrum at 12.9 Torr. Peaks a and b correspond to the
previously assigned peaks in Figure 22. The hot line is slightly shifted with respect to the
calculated hot line wavelength, and two unassigned peaks were recorded at ~6528.64 and
6528.894 cm-1.
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4.2 The Experimental Setup with the Hollow-Core Photonic Band-Gap Sensor
Two different versions of the interface between the nested amplified fiber loop ring-down
setup with HC PBGs were made.
4.2.1 The Initial HC PBG Interface

In the first interface, light was coupled from the single mode fiber (Corning SMF-28) to the HCPBG fiber by aligning them using an x-y-z-translation stage and sealing the aligned assembly in
a gas-tight adapter. Both the single mode fiber and the HC PBG were cut using a guillotine fiber
cleaver. Each HC PBG to single-mode fiber interface was sealed in its own gas tight chamber
with a valve connecting the two compartments (Figure 40). One chamber was connected to a
membrane pump and the other to a gas inlet valve. Although the insertion losses were 8.34 dB,
ring-down times of ~ 20-25 µs were recorded at 1532.83 nm. We performed a number of tests to
determine whether detectable amounts of acetylene gas had entered the fiber.
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Figure 40. The first HC PBG – SMF28 interface. The ends of the ~ 1 m of HC PBG were
coupled to conventional SM fiber in each of the gas tight chambers. A vacuum pump was able to
lower the pressure in the chambers down to ~1.7 Torr, and a needle valve with a line connected
to the gas cylinder on the top chamber allowed for gas to be added to the system. The chambers
could be separated by closing the valve between them, thereby forcing any gas in them to travel
through the HC PBG.

Initially, both chambers were evacuated to 1.7 Torr, the BPF was detached from the outer
loop, and the nested loops were removed from the EDFA input connector. This enabled us to
view the broadband spontaneous emission from the EDFA after it had done a single pass through
the HC PBG on the OSA. From this we could see that the spontaneous emission spectrum of the
EDFA had changed with respect to the transmission maximum of the HC PBGs (Figure 41).
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Thereafter, we attempted to fill the HC PBG with acetylene using two different techniques. The
first method involved opening the connecting valve between the two chambers and pumping
both chambers down to 1.7 Torr - we continued to pump the chambers overnight in an attempt to
completely evacuate the fibers. Afterwards, both chambers were filled to ~ 800 Torr with 1000
ppm of acetylene in helium and the OSA was monitored over different time intervals, the
maximum being two days, for the appearance of any absorption lines; unfortunately, none were
observed. This experiment was repeated with a slight alteration; after evacuating both chambers
to 1.7 Torr, valve 1 was closed, thus only the first chamber was filled to ~800 Torr. Valve 2 was
left open such that the vacuum pump could help the acetylene diffuse through the HC PBG into
the second chamber. Once again the OSA was monitored for the appearance of the ν1+ν3
combination band, however it was not observed. More so, we recorded a decrease of 33 Torr in
the first chamber after the first 13 hours and after ~ 72 hours a final change of ~150 Torr. Since
the pressure change was minimal over long time spans we performed a similar test to check for
leaks over 13 hours by evacuating both chambers down to 1.7 Torr, closing all the valves and
measuring any increase in pressure. The results of these experiments concluded that while there
was a small leak in the system, it would only have increased the pressure in the first chamber by
a few Torr, therefore it was not enough to account for the minimal drop in pressure seen over the
experimental time span. From these experiments we concluded that if any acetylene was entering
the fibers it was not at a detectable concentration and that this was likely due to damage and
clogging of the central hole in the HC PBG.
The cleaved surface of HC PBGs is susceptible to clogging from any dirt particulates
flowing into or already existing in the chamber, it damages easily if it encounters any other
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surface, and the act of splicing the fiber can distort the pitch or collapse the central hole (Figure
42). Currently, the recommended method for cleaving fibers is to use a guillotine fiber cleaver,
since no special HC PBG cleavers are commercially available.
4.2.2 The Second HC PBG Interface

For a second version of the interface between SMF-28 and HC-PBG fiber, we
experimented with using a focused ion beam (FIB) to cleave a HC PBG and found this method to
be more successful. Figure 43 shows that the FIB made a clean cleave, with the exception of the
bottom pitch holes, which were filled with sputter. While a superficial clogging of the pitch holes
should not affect the fiber’s transmission or ability to be filled with gas, this problem can be
circumvented by using the FIB on the end of an already cleaved fiber, thus preventing sputter
from collecting between the two ends. The shortcoming of this technique is the time it takes to
cleave through the HC PBG. This experiment took approximately 13-15 hours to complete, but
has the potential to be completed in 8-9 hours now that we know which aperture to use and to
cleave the fiber at its ends.
While the FIB results were promising, due to their time consuming nature a guillotine
fiber cleaver was used to cut the fiber ends, however special care was taken to ensure that the
fiber ends did not touch anything before and after they were threaded through the ceramic
ferrule. The new sensor interface had transmission losses of 4.81 dB and achieved ring-down
times of approximately 15-20 µs at 1532.83 nm. Once again, we attempted to measure the
acetylene spectrum using single pass absorption spectroscopy, however none was observed. In
this case we believe that gas had entered the fibers, just not at a high enough concentration – this
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may be because the interface losses were too high to measure 1000 ppm of acetylene. The reason
we believe this is because the background phase shift measurements were reproducible before
and after the fiber was filled with gas, whereas the filled fiber induced a different phase shifts at
wavelengths that are not part of the P(13) line. We can attribute this to slight movements and
increased tensions in the filled fiber altering the outer loop losses, thus resulting in different
phase shifts. If no gas was entering the fiber, this phenomenon would not occur. To rectify this
problem Dr. Jack Barnes and Camiel van Hoorn (exchange student from Vrije Universiteit
Amsterdam) are currently rebuilding the interface with a 19 µm core diameter HC PBG to
increase its transmission and gas volume. In addition, we intend to use higher concentrations of
acetylene.
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Figure 41. The EDFA spontaneous emission curve when the HC PBG sensor is inserted in the
outer loop. Transmission is highest at the transmission maximum of the fiber (~ 1535 nm), and
transmission is damped at 1550-1560 nm where the EDFA spontaneous emission is most intense.
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Figure 42. A HC PBG end that has been cleaved using a guillotine fiber cleaver. While in this
case the center hole is unclogged, one can see debris blocking some of the small holes forming
the cladding and the fiber is not uniformly cleaved.
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a
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b

Figure 43. (a) The nearly cleaved HC PBG (b) The cleaved HC PBG on carbon tape, one can
see that the center hole remains open while a lot of the small holes are clogged. This photo was
taken after the HC PBG had been moved, so some of the clogging may be from damage caused
by the carbon tape.
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4.3 The Experimental Setup with the Fiber with a Hole Interface
The initial fiber-with-a-hole setup on the watch glass yielded the same ring-down times
as the second setup in the Teflon trough at 1550 nm. In air, the ring-down time was
approximately 60 µs; in toluene decay times of ~120 µs were recorded. The refractive index (RI)
of toluene (1.496 at 20o C) is closer to that of silica (1.4601) than that of air (1.0003), thus
explaining why light was transmitted more effectively through it.
Toluene was chosen as a background solvent since it has a similar RI to our sample,
aminotoluene; it does not absorb strongly at 1550 nm; it is non-polar, thus it can be easily
removed and will not stick to the silica. Unfortunately, the acrylate coating on the fibers
dissolves easily in toluene so one must be cautious when handling the fibers since they become
very delicate and brittle.
Aminotoluene (Also known as Benzylamine), is a clear to slightly amber liquid with a melting
point of -10 oC and a boiling point of 182-185 oC (Figure 44). Its refractive index, 1.5430, is
close to that of toluene. In our detection of picoliter volumes of liquid in a fiber that has been
perforated by a cylindrical ~30 µm hole we chose aminotoluene as our compound since N-H
bonds exhibit a stretching vibration overtone near 1530 with an absorption coefficient of about
275 L mol-1 cm-1.
106

46,106

In the liquid phase, this peak is broad with a FWHM spanning ~ 50 nm.

We have chosen to look at the absorption of aminotoluene at 1550 nm (ε = 550 L mol-1 cm-1

at 1530 nm) since our experiment has recorded its longest ring-down times at this wavelength
and because toluene does not absorb at this wavelength. Additionally, we chose an oxygen-free
solvent because O-H groups show a small absorption in this range (~36 L mol-1 cm-1). Any
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absorption found in our experiment can then be attributed to absorption of the aminotoluene
sample. 106
4.3.1 The Watch Glass Setup

With the watch glass setup, we were able to record preliminary results since the open
nature of the setup enabled the hole to be completely submerged in a pool of solvent. Air bubbles
did not clog the hole, and there was a substantial amount of solvent on the watch glass - therefore
evaporation did not affect the measurements. However, we needed to remove the brittle and
stripped fibers from the glass when the aminotoluene was discarded. After breaking one fiber,
the risk of breaking another was too great, so we designed the Teflon trough interface.
We saw that a 1% solution of aminotoluene yielded a substantial phase shift of ~26o; thus, by
assuming a linear relationship between concentration and phase shift, this phase shift was
extrapolated down to the calculated phase shift at three times the standard deviation of the
background noise. From here we calculated an estimated detection limit of a 0.10 % solution
(Figure 45).

NH2
Figure 44. The chemical structure of aminotoluene (benzylamine).
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Figure 45. Preliminary results for the detection of a 1% solution of aminotoluene. From this, the
predicted detection limit is a 0.10% aminotoluene solution.

4.3.2 The Teflon Trough Interface and Improvements

In comparison to the watch glass interface, the setup using the Teflon trough was better at
facilitating the removal of chemicals; however, the fiber did not lay deep enough in the well to
avoid effects of evaporation on the quantity of sample in the hole. Additionally, air bubbles were
prominent in this setup, but were removed by placing a vibrating device on the interface.
For future experiments it would be beneficial to design an interface that would allow for
flow measurements to be conducted – this would circumvent the effects of evaporation from
volatile substances like toluene. More so, one can use the backing pressure on the flow inlet to
force air bubbles and any precipitates out of the interface. Since the fiber is so delicate when it
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has been stripped of its acrylate coating it may be beneficial to encase the fiber on either side of
the hole in polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) such that the hole remains exposed but the rest of
the fiber will not break as easily when perturbed. Finally, an alternative to having the fibers
manufactured by INO is desirable. At the present time Camiel van Hoorn, Dr. Andrew
Brzezenski and Dr. Jack Barnes use the FIB to mill a hole in the fiber since it is a more cost
effective option.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Endeavours

In this chapter the optical setup in general and with respect to the three sensor interfaces
used will be briefly summarized and improvements for the near and far future will be discussed.

5.1 The optical setup
In this thesis it has been shown that an amplified FLRD setup with consisting of two
nested loops that share the same optical amplifier is a successful instrument for measuring the
weak optical absorption of, both, gases and liquids in small volumes and with comparatively
short absorption paths. One can see that the setup is readily adaptable to a variety of sensor
interfaces – in this case a gas cell, HC-PBGs and a fiber with a hole. Although Stewart and
coworkers have not reported their sensitivities for specific loop lengths in their two loop setup,
they do mention that they obtained ring-down times on the order of several tens of microseconds.
Their project was abandoned because it was thought to be too unstable. 47 Their single loop setup
yielded impressive ring-down times of 200 µs in a 38 m loop (i.e. ~1100 round trips); however,
reproducibility was difficult and none of their setups were stable enough to conduct their
intended gas phase measurements.
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While the two-loop setup described in this report suffers

from lower sensitivity than Stewart and co-workers’ instruments (i.e. τ=200 µs corresponds to
~267 round trips), it is stable over the course of hours - as verified using Allan Variance analysis
- and generates reproducible results. Moreover, in Chapter 1 it was mentioned that Ni et al.
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developed an amplified FLRD setup similar to that of Stewart and co-workers that included two
50:50 couplers, a tunable gain EDFA, a tunable narrow BPF, a VOA, and a NIST standard gas
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cell. They reduced ASE noise and improved the accuracy of the experiments by using a digital
least-mean-square filter that filters the ring-down event with an estimation of the noise, and uses
the least-mean-square algorithm to improve its coefficients for noise estimation. This system was
used to measure the P(11) line on the ν1 + ν3 combination band of acetylene and achieved a
detection limit of 70.1 ppm. At the present time Ni and co-workers are the only other group to
have measured chemical compounds using amplified FLRDS and it can be seen that the setup
using two loops is able to achieve a lower detection limit compared to their single loop setup
with noise reduction (i.e. 25 ppm for the weaker P(13) line on the acetylene ν1 + ν3 combination
band).
One can decrease the detection limit of the current setup with respect to ammonia and
acetylene by expanding the tuning range of the outer loop’s narrow bandpass filter. The current
BPF is centered at 1550 nm – a transmission maximum – while the water free ammonia lines and
the intense region of the acetylene ν1 + ν3 combination band are located below 1535 nm – a
transmission minimum. The specifications of the bandpass filter suggests that there is 0%
transmission of light below ~1533 nm, however, 0% transmission is actually achieved at
wavelengths below 1529 nm. Due to this wavelength restriction one may only sample a portion
of the P-branch, thus a BPF centered at 1530-1535 nm would allow for one to sample a greater
variety of rotational lines. Moreover, polarization dependent losses in the BPF increase as the
wavelength approaches 1535 nm to a maximum of 0.3 dB, and sensitivity may therefore be
increased by implementing a polarization controlling paddle after the 50/50 coupler in the inner
loop. This would allow for a more stable gain clamping loop in the BPF transmission minimum,
which is also a local minimum in the EDFA gain spectrum (i.e. Figure 16). Finally, to increase
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the universal nature of this experiment it may be beneficial to switch the EDFA to a SOA such
that compounds in the S, L and C bands can be detected at a considerably lower price and with a
more compact setup. In general, compared to doped fiber amplifiers SOAs have a lower and
noisier gain output but a smooth gain profile – unlike the homogenously and inhomogeneously
broadened EDFA gain spectrum. Theoretically the reduction in amplification should not affect
the system as long as the inner loop has the ability to lase. The smoother gain profile will be
beneficial for uniform sampling across a rotational spectrum, such that the line intensities
correspond to the actual line strengths as opposed to the change in gain at each wavelength.
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5.2 The Gas Cell
The initial sensor interface implemented in the two loop setup was a 6 cm long gas cell –
this type of absorption cell was chosen since it could be used as a point of comparison to the
setups developed by Stewart,

47,66

Ni and coworkers.
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At a wavelength of 1550 nm the

maximum ring-down time achieved with the gas cell was approximately 200 µs – this
corresponds to an effective path length through the 6 cm gas cell of 16 m, i.,e. 266 passes until
the intensity had decayed to 1/e of its initial value. At 1530-1535 nm, the ring-down times
recorded ranged from 30-50 µs, corresponding to an effective path length of ~ 4 m. We were
able to measure the acetylene P(11)-P(15) rotational transitions on the ν1+ν3 combination band
down to an experimental detection limit of 25 ppm, which is in close agreement with the
calculated detection limit of 17 ppm. Moreover, assigned and unassigned rotational lines on the
ammonia 2ν3 overtone and ν1+ν3 combination band were detected down to a partial pressure of
5.9 Torr, which was in relatively good agreement with the calculated detection limit of 0.5 Torr.
The gas cell allowed us to determine if the nested loop setup was viable for detecting chemical
compounds in the telecom region, thus we can conclude that the endeavour was successful.
While the sensitivity of this interface pales in comparison to that of CRDS performed in a high
finesse cavity, it is good for detecting small volumes of gas in relatively “high” concentrations
without the easily dirtied optics. For example, this method may be used to monitor for source
leaks of ammonia, methane, and/or formaldehyde sensing in situ or to study the breath of small
creatures. 93
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5.3 The HC-PBG fiber Interface
The second HC-PBG fiber interface that was constructed had only half of the
transmission losses compared to the first interface; however, we have yet to detect the absolute
presence of acetylene in the fibers. Currently, we are reconstructing the interface with HC-PBG
fibers that have a 19 µm core diameter, as opposed to the current ~10.1 µm, since experiments
conducted by other groups have had more success with larger core volumes. 107
Moreover, at the present time Camiel van Hoorn and Dr. Jack Barnes have successfully
measured the acetylene ν1 + ν3 combination band at 1000 ppm in the 7 cell HC PBG using single
pass absorption spectroscopy. They realised that although it is deemed ‘single-mode’ the HC
PBG exhibits multiple core and cladding modes that interfere with one another. The interference
effects result in an oscillating baseline but this was removed by attaching the fiber to a speaker
and playing a tone such that the fiber was stretched and compressed. Since much of the
interference pattern is dependent on the alignment of the SM fiber with the HC PBG, the sensor
is very sensitive to vibrations, especially when coupled into the ring-down loop. As a result of
this instability, it is not always possible to subtract the baseline from measurements and the noise
levels are approximately ten times higher than those recorded with the gas cell. To rectify these
issues they are currently looking into ways to make the experiment more stable – i.e. by reducing
its exposure to vibrations, increasing the length of the HC PBG, using 19 cell HC PBGs, and
finding a more stable way to couple the HC fiber to the SM fiber. Once this technique is
improved it will have similar applications as the gas cell interface, however since it is
theoretically a more sensitive technique it may be applied towards trace gas sensing in small
volumes.
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5.4 The Fiber with a Hole Interface
The very preliminary results recorded with the fiber with a hole interface showed great
promise with a calculated detection limit of only 0.10% (1000 ppmv) aminotoluene solution and
a phase shift of 26.2o (5.17 × 10-13 absolute moles). At present, we are attempting to construct
more perforated fibers by milling conventional single-mode fibers with a focused ion beam.
Once this task is completed, designing a flow interface where the fiber does not need to be
submerged in the highly non-polar solvents would be optimal for achieving the expected
detection limit while preserving the fibers integrity. In Chapter 4 it is mentioned that the fiber
with a hole interface may be best suited to a flow system. In this type of setup one can use the
interface in conjunction with separation techniques that require sensitive detection of small
sample volumes (i.e. micro HPLC and capillary electrophoresis). This type of sensitivity is
especially important for industries synthesizing new types of anti-cancer drugs where the final
product is produced in limited quantities. 12
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5.5 Final comments
Overall one can see that amplified FLRDS using a nested two loop setup that shares the
same optical amplifier is a stable and comparably sensitive technique to similar detection
methods. The main advantage of this technique is its adaptability. It has been shown that one can
detect compounds in both the gas and liquid phases using a gas cell and fiber with a hole, thus it
theoretically can be modified to accommodate any sensor interface in the same way that passive
FLRDS can. More so this setup has a large well of potential to be extended to new wavelength
regions either by implementing SOAs or different RE3+ doped amplifiers. At the moment this
technique is strictly designed for absorption measurements on small sample volumes, however
the implementation of different amplifiers may change the gain and seeding dynamics seen in
this setup. An amplifier that produces less ASE than the current EDFA would allow for increased
sensitivity that will hopefully be comparable to mirrored CRDS in terms of detection limits.
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